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I cannot honestly say that an informed musical 
interest makes a man better, more useful, more 
successful, or even happier . I am, however, sure 
that the man who knows hi s Bach and Beethoven, 
-who finds a great performance of great music an 
intense delight, and llho can with eagerness return 
to the music he knows , understanding what is meant 
by its "infinite capacity f or infinite sel f -
renewal" - I am sure that such a person possesses 
someth i ng worth having, something, too, that no 
accident (barring the loss of hearing) can take 
from him. For music is one of the durable 
satisfactions, one of the dependable elements, 
of the good life . 
lvlUSIC - Roy Dickinson vlelch 
11 Roads to Knowledge 11 
Edited by William Allan Neilson 
tilT . \111 . Norton & Company, Inc . 
New York 1937 
----
II 
The idea for lvfusical Stories is not my own . I 
was anxious to develop a series of programs which would 
present 11 the world ' s great music 11 for children 's listening 
over the radio . At about the same time, interest in the 
possible reading habits of my small niece stimulated my 
acquisition of a number of books for children, among them, 
11 The A..11thology of Children 1 s Li terature . 11 One day as I 
glanced over the Contents, I foun d a section entitled, 
"Folklore That Has I nspired Good lVlusic •11 It was this 
section that gaYe me the thought to combine stories and 
music in my series of progr ams . 
I am indebted to Professor Leo A. Martin who 
gave me permission to develop and produce this idea and 
who suggested that j_t be planned for WBUR programming -
to Professor Sidney A. Dimond for his valuable counsel -
to George w·. Sl oan, Jr . whose assistance as Annmmcer and 
Producer for the programs was of first importance - and 
to James Bonney of I'JBUR for his good-natured forbearance . 
M. S. N. 
Bos ton, Massachuset t s 
July , 1953 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Problem -
1! The task set was twofold: 
II First, the development and production of thirteen 
I fifteen-minute radio programs for children's listening, presenting 
'I 11 the world's great music 11 and the folkstory which gave rise t o its 
11 creation. 
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Second, since it was felt that there was value in even 
so fleeting a presentation over the radio for the enrichment of 
story and musical experience, i t was reasonable to suppose that 
there would be increasing value in presenting the story and music 
in a more permanent form. Thus the stories were to be retold 
without reference to time and available recordings were to be 
listed in order that both story and music might be enjoyed at will 
and at frequent times. There was the possibility that the stories, 
retold, would increase the desire to read them in the original 
from books in which they might be found along "t<.d.th other folk and 
fairy stories . For that reason the titles of books were to be 
listed which might be easily found at the public library. 
An attempt was to be made to be real at every point , so that 
everything that was to be offered, music and story, might become the 
personal possession of adult or child whenever and wherever the 
desire prompted. 
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The Method -
From a list already at hand, a selection of thirteen 
folkstories with their music was made after careful investigation 
of their availability, respectively, in printed and recorded form. 
An important factor al so in the selection of the stories and music 
was their suitability for radio broadcasting and their app~al to 
children. The particular recordings used for the tape-recorded 
programs were those found in the \\TBUR Music Library. This was 
thought to be practical since the programs were planned for possible 
use over ~JBUR . 
Before any writing was attempted, a considerable period of 
time was spent reading the stories and listening to the music. It 
was an unhurried period of time which can best be expressed as 
11 living with the stories and music . 11 Needless to say, throughout 
the entire process, the stopwatch was an important, if not 
indispensable tool. Not until it was felt that sufficient 
familiarity with the stories and music had been attained was the 
actual writing begun and it continued until the programs were in 
recorded form. 
t-iUSICAL STORII~S 
Thirteen Tape-Recorded Programs 
(Scripts) 
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CAST: ANN"Oill~CER 
NARRATOR 
TILL EULENSPIEGEL 
:t-1USIC: TILL EULENSPI EGEL , OP 28 
Richard Strauss 
1211 Col. l'.!L-4045 
Cleveland Orchestra 
Artur Rodzinski, Conductor 
II 
I 
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l :tv!USIC: TILL EULENSPIEGEL - UP (7 SECONDS ) AND UNDER 
2 ANNOUNCER: Now it's time for Musical Stories, a series of tape-
3 
4 
5 
6 NARHATOR : 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
I 14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
recorded programs, presenting folkstories and their 
music. And now, here's your musical story-teller. 
(HUSIC OUT) 
I hope you're going to like this very first story I've 
chosen to tell you. It 1 s called Till Eulenspiegel. It 1 s 
the name of a man - a German folk hero - who lived a very 
long time ago - to be eJ~ct, in the 14th Century. Till 
was always playing pranks, e~pecially on those folks who 
were selfish or cruel. Sometimes he played his tricks 11 
I 
on the good people too, but to them he was always more 1 
kind. Till thought that if he showed people how foolish 
they were, they would change their ways. But you know, 
folks don't like to be made fun of. So, Till very often 
got himself into serious trouble. To some folks his pranks 
seemed evil. But into the lives of many others he brought 
a great deal of joy and laughter - because, no matter what 
else can be said of Till, he was a very amusing fellowl 
There are many stories about Till and his merry pranks, but 
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I'll take time to tell you only one because a little 
later I want you to hear the music called Till 
Eulenspiegel . 
One night Till was traveling along a road. It was 
bitter cold - in the middle of winter - and it was snowing 
very hard . He finally came to the inn 1t1here he planned 
to spend the night . ~Vhen he entered, he discovered that . 
all of the best places before thG fire were taken. He 
could see there was no room for him. 
He spied the innkeeper and walked over to him. He 
pretended to talk to him alone, but he raised his voice 
enough so that everyone in the room could hear him. 
11 Do you think it will keep on snowing all night? " 
Till wanted to know. "I dropped my purse in the snow 
just outside. If I lmew it would stop snowing in a 
:I little v1hile , I would wait until morning to look for it . " ;I 
The innkeeper was sure that there was no need to look 
I for it right away. It would undoubtedly stop snowing very soon and the morning would be time enough to find 
the purse . He bus ied himself \ath his guests and then 
left the room. He said he would see to the horses . Then 
Till \·mtched as one by one t he guests left the warmth of 
the fire to go out into the storm. That made him chuckle. II 
I 
They had played right into his hands. There was the warm 
fire and the comfortable chairs - and all for Till. The 
2 
3 
--
1 rascal patted his pocket where he ' d kept his purse all the 
2 time, and he stretched out on a comfortable bench for a 
3 good night's rest . Nov:-wasn 1 t that a trick? 
4 I want you to hear the music called, Till Eulenspiegel. 
5 I will play it as recorded by the Cleveland Orchestra 
6 with Artur Rodzinski, conducting . Listen and see if you 
7 don 1 t agree 1-1i th Richard Strauss - who wrote it - that now 
8 Till is playing a musical joke on you. 
9 1YIUSIC: TILL EULENSPI EGEL AT CODA (UNDER NARR~TION) 
'I 
!I 
10 NA..fillA TOR : There you have the whole picture in music of the life of 
I 11 Till Eulenspiegel, the clown and the prankster. I think 
I 12 
II 
you'll agree that Richard Strauss gave us music as lively 
II 13 ~I 14 I 
as Till's life must have been. This particular recording 
was by the Cleveland Orchestra . Artur Rodzinski was the 
II 
15 conductor . 
16 Now, you 'll want to hear about the story for next week. 
17 It ' s about William Tell, the great Swiss archer. 
18 .I hope you 'll be listening. 
1 9 Al\JNOUNCER: Join us next week, the same ti.rne, when your musical 
2C story-teller will bring you another folkstory with its 
21 music. 
I 22 MUSIC: UP TO TTivJE 
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WILLIAM TELL 
CAST: Al"IJNOUN CER 
NARRATOR 
HUSIC: viiLLIAM TELL (OVERTURE ) 
Gioacchino Rossini 
MUSIC: 
ANNOUNCER : 
NARRATOR : 
1011 Vic . LM-14 
NBC Symphony Orchestra 
Arturo Toscanini, Conductor 
TILL EULENSPIEGEL - UP (7 SECONDS ) AND UNDER 
Now it's time for Musical Stories, a series of tape-
recorded programs, presenting folkstories and their 
music. And now, here's your musical story-teller. 
(MUSIC OUT) 
It may be that the story I am go ing to tell you today is 
a familiar one. It's called vfilliam Tell. The French 
composer, Rossini, wrote an opera which he called 
1\filliam Tell. A little later I want to play you the 
Overture from that opera. But first - the story . 
Many, many years ago, S"~tzerland was ruled by t he 
Emperor of Austria . He sent a IDBn, named Gessler, to be 
their governor . But Gessler wasn't a very kind governor . 1 
I 
:I ,, 
He made living very difficult for the proud Swiss people. 
In the market-place or public square of the little town 
of Altorf, he erected a pole - something like a flagpole, I 
I 
I' 
II 
and on t he top of this pole he fastened a hat. It was 
his hat and he ordered everyone, young and old to bow 
to the hat when passing by. You see, Gessler thought 
that he could command the people to respect him. He 
didn 1 t realize that if the people loved him, they woul d 
- --- ~~--- =-- ~- := -- -~- --~ --
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1 respect him. vJell, one day, 'llilliam Tell - who was a very 
2 famous archer - came down from his mountain home with his 
I 
I 3 · 
young son to visit in the town of Altorf. \vben he passed 
,, 
4 
I 5 
by the pole with Gessler 's hat fastened on top of it, he 
failed to bow to it. Of course, Gessler heard about this· 
li 
6 
7 
J 
8 II 
and he ordered his soldiers to bring w·illiam Tell to him. 
By the time William Tell and his little son wer e brought 
before the governor, Gessler was very angry, but he tried 
I 
II 
9 
10 
"I 
not to show it. "I will overlook your lack of respect," 
he told William Tell, "but your reputation as an archer 
I 11 
I 
you will have to prove. Your son, I am sure, is as stout-
I 
I 12 
!I 
hearted as you. Let him stand one hundred paces away. 
:I 
13 
14 :I 
Place an apple on his head and do you then send your arrow 
through the apple. 11 
15 wben the people who had gathered about saw what Gessler 
16 was up to, they were afraid. But l.rfilliaJ!l Tell calmly 
17 tested his bow, took aim and shot his first arrow. A 
18 shout went up! His aim had been true. The arrow had 
1 9 s plit the apple in two, si...'!king itself into a tree. 
20 This did not please Gessler. He thought to provoke 
21 William Tell. 
22 ''You selected two arrows, 11 he cried. "t'Tere you not 
i\ 23 confident of your own skill?" 
I 24 "Gessler, 11 replied Tell, "had I missed v1ith my first 
25 arrow, the second arrow was for yout" 
26 "Take him~" Gessler ordered his soldiers. But before they 
--=--~ =- - ---~ .;;._-~ - ------ ....::;;: ~ -------
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l could get to him, William Tell sent the second arrow 
2 into Gessler ' s heart . There f ollowed so much excit ement 
3 that V'iilliam Tell and his little son were able to 
4 escape in a boat across a nearby lake and thus r eached 
5 the safety of the mountains . 
6 I t hink you will find the Overture to Rossini's opera, 
7 William Tell, which I will play for you now a bit 
8 exciting too . It begins very quietly and then you hear 
9 an approaching storm. "Hhen all is quiet again, listen 
,, 10 for the Alpine shepherd call played by the Engl ish horn 
ll and echoed by the flute. This particular recording is 
12 by the NBC Symphony Orchestra, Arturo Toscanini, 
1
' 13 conducting. 
14 ~1USIC: ~~LLIAM TELL OVERTURE 
15 TILL EULENSPISGEL - CODA (UNDER NARRATI ON ) 
16 NARRATOR: That last section is always most exciting to me . It 
i[ 17 announced the approach of a hunting party. The opera, 
I! 
18 
19 
!I 
:I 20 
\'Jilliam Tell, from which the Overture was taken, was the 
very last opera written by Rossini. The recording you 
heard was by the NBC Symphony Orchestra, Arturo 
,, 
.I 
il 
21 
22 
23 
Toscanini, conducting. 
For next week? Let's see, -I'm going to tell you a 
story about magic. It's called The Sorcerer 's 
li 
I' 
II 
24 Apprentice . I hope you'll be listening . 
25 AI'l"NOUNCER : Join us next week, the same time, when your musical 
26 story-teller ·Hill bring you anot her folks tory with its 
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music. 
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CAST: ANNOUNCER 
NARRA'rOR 
THE SORCERER ' S APPRE:t-rTICE 
~USIC: THE SORCERER' S APPRENTICE 
Paul Dukas 
10 11 Col . NL-2156 
Philadelphia Orchestra 
Eugene Ormandy, Conductor 
l l>iUSIC: TILL EULENSPIEGEL - UP ( 7 SECONDS ) AND UNDER 
2 ANNOUNCER : Now it's time for Musical Stories, a series of tape-
3 recorded programs, presenting folkstories and their 
4 music. And now, here's your musical story-teller. 
5 (:tvlUSIC OUT) 
6 NARRATOR.: I promised you a story of magic for today. If you thrill 
7 to a story of enchantment - of dim lights - of kettles 
8 that boil and bubble, you're certain to like it. It's 
9 called, The Sorcerer ' s Apprentice. 
10 Hany years ago there lived a sorcerer, an old fellow, 
ll long-robed, thin and bent , wrinkled and snow-haired. He 
12 read by candlelight in his cellar the magic that most men 
13 have forgotten. A sorcerer of great dignity, he refused 
14 to vanish in a puff of smoke, reappearing miles away, 
15 but preferred to travel on foot or by donkey. This 
16 sorcerer, though, had a fondness for making a certain kind 
17 of magic that caused everything in his house - his chairs, 
I 
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,I 18 tables and even his brooms to work for him. No one ever 
19 savl him make his magic - not even Rudy - the little boy 
20 who worked for him as an apprentice . Rudy wasn 1t too good '1 
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a student, but he certainly was happy to see all the ~;mrk, , 
:J the clea.ning, scrubbing and drawing of water , done by the :1 
magic of the sorcerer. Of course, when the sorcerer vient ' 
away and left Rudy alone, he would have to do all this 
hard work himself. So , he determined to find out how the 
sorcerer worked his magic on the furniture. 
One evening he hid himself on the stairs and watched all 
that the sorcerer did and listened carefully to all that 
he said. The sorcerer, thinking that Rudy was Ln bed 
sound asleep, was mixing a brew in the big kettle. When 
he made a motion with his hands or uttered a magic word, 
Rudy, on the stairs, did the same ... he mimicked him. He, ,, 
Suddenly as though he had been Jl too, would use the magic. 
called, the sorcerer reached for his cape and rushed out 
into the night - leaving his brew and kettle boiling and 
bubbling . Rudy was frightened. He couldn't decide 
whether to rush upstairs to his room or go down to the 
fire and the boiling brew. Suppose the master came back 
and found him! He soon forgot his fears, he was so 
determined, and down the stairs he crept to peer into 
bottles and to see all that was there. He became braver 
and braver and spying the broom, he had the desire to try 
out his powers. He spoke the words and made the gestures 
of the sorcerer . He wanted to set the broom to work 
sweeping and cleaning. Lo and behold, the broom came to 
life, equipped with arms and legs and such sweeping and 
- ---.:.;;____ -= -=- - - - ~--=-- --
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cleaning you never did see. But Rudy soon tired of the 
incessant sweeping and when the room was - oh, so clean, 
he thought of his bath and the water to be carried . 
v•londerfuH - the broom should bring the water . It was 
such fun corn.rnanding the broom and seeing this &.range-
looking helper going from pump to tub, dravnng and carrying 
water. Only, of course, it didn't take long for the tub 
to fill and, terrible to relate, Rudy didn't know the 
magic word to stop the broom. The water poured over the 
tub and soon from a trickle it became a torrent . In 
desperation Rudy took an ax to the broom, splitting it in 
half . \"ihere there had been one broom carrying water, 
there were now two brooms carrying water . Soon Rudy was 
forced up the stairs and the water began pouring out of 
the house into the street . 
Oh, where was the sorcerer? wny did he not return? The 
brooms kept on pouring out -vmter faster and faster and 
suddenly, when all seemed lost - the sorcerer appeared 
and with one magic word, the brooms became one broom in 
the corner, the waters disappeared, the fire burned 
brightly and the brew boiled and bubbled again . All was 
calm, except the sorcerer, who was so enraged that he sent 
Hudy - his apprentice - from hi s house - never to return . 
There ' s a bit of magic too, in the music that Paul Dukas, 
the French composer, wrote and called The Sorcerer ' s 
Apprentice . I'll play it for you now as re corded by the 
.=:-::---~ ~ 
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2 MUSIC: 
3 
4 NARRATOR: 
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ll 
12 
13 Al'JNOUNCER : 
14 
15 
16 .i\llUSIC: 
Philadelphia Orchestra , Eugene Ormandy, conducting . 
THE SO.iiCEREH 1 S APPH.ENTICE 
TILL EULENSPI EGEL - CODA (UNDER NARRATION) 
Wasn't that delightful? I don't know about you, but 1 1 m 
sure I heard the brooms thumping back and forth, 
splashing water everywhere . This particular recording 
of The Sorcerer's Apprentice by Paul Dukas was made by 
the Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy , conducting . 
Let's see- the story for next week is about a nutcracker 
that became a handsome prince. It's called The 
Nutcracker and the Mouse-King . I hope you 'll be 
listening. 
Join us next week, the same time, When your musical 
story-teller will bring you another folkstory with its 
music. 
UP TO TIME 
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THE NUTCRACKER AND THE HOUSE- KING 
CAST: ANNOUNCER 
NARRATOR 
HUSIC: NUTCRACKER SUITE, OP . 7la 
Peter Ilyitch Tschaikowsky . 
MUSIC: 
ANNOUNCER: 
NARHATOR: 
-·~= 
10" Vic • 1J.V1-8 
Philadelphia Orchestra 
Eugene Or mandy, Conductor 
TILL EULENSPIEGEL - UP (?SECONDS ) AND UNDER 
Now it's time for Musical Stories, a series of tape-
recorded programs, presenting folkstories and their 
m~sic. And now, here's your musical story-teller. 
(HUSIC OUT) 
The story I want to tell you today is the French version 
of the old German fairy story - The Nutcracker and the 
House-King . Pet er Tschaikowsky based both his Nutcracker 
Ballet and his Nutcracker Suite on this charming story . 
You will hear some of the dances from the Nutcracker 
Suite a little later. 
It all began at Christmastime and at a party . Children 
at play broke a nutcracker, a favorit e possession of little 
II 
II 
II 
J: Marie at whose home the party was given . It was a very I! 
unusual nutcracker, made to resemble an old man with very 11 
large jaws. That night Marie fell asleep thinking of the 1 
little nutcracker . Huch l ater, close to midnigh t, Harie 
thought she heard unusual noises . She l eft her bed and 
went downstairs very quietly . Gracious~ she found the 
Christmas tree had gr own much l arger, the toys and all the 
_=..:::..:.=.._.:,._..-=-
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cakes and candies had come to life - as had her beloved 
nutcracker. The strange noises she had heard were made 
by all the mice who were bustling about eating all the 
good things on the tree and fighting with the toys . 
The nutcracker challenged the king of the mice to fight 
him alone. ~\Then Marie, 1-\ho watched the f i ght, saw that 
the battle was going in favor of the Mous e-King , she 
threw her slipper at him v-Jith such force that she killed 
him. To her surprise, her nutcracker became a handsome 
prince . Taking Marie ' s hand he thanked her for saving 
his life and begged her to go with him to his lvJ.agic 
Kingdom . Of course, Marie was happy to go ;..~th him and 
when they arrived, there was the queen, the Sugar- Plum 
Fairy, and her court , ready to welcome them . A wonderful 
feast was prepared i n Marie ' s honor . There was much 
I 
I 
rejoicing and there vvas much dancing . Even the Sugar Plum I 
Fairy danced - the peppermint sticks, the chocolate d:~ps, I 
II 
and all the other sweets joined i n the dancing for Marie . 
Then CM1e the dolls from different countries with their 
dances . The flowers did a waltz and after that, the toy 
flutes danced - just for Iviarie . Hhen the f lutes had 
finished their dance, Ivlarie opened her eyes . She was all 
alone - warm and snug in her little bed . The moonlight 
touched the snow on her 1-\rindow- sill with magic . Yes, it 
was all such a beautiful dream. 
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1 All of these lovely dances Tschaikowsky put i nto his 
2 Nutcracker Suite, and I want to play for you now The 
3 Overture lviiniature - The Dance of the Sugar- Plum Fairy -
4 Trepak - and the Waltz of t he Flowers . Be sure to listen 
5 , for the celesta i n the Dance of the Sugar- Plum Fairy . 
6 The recording is by the Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene 
7 Ormandy, conducting. 
8 MUSIC: SIDE I BAND 1 - 3 - 4 
9 SIDE II BAND 3 
10 TILL EULENSPIEGEL - CODA (UNDER NARRATION) 
11 NAR.R..I\ TOR: I asked you to listen for the celesta in the Dance of the 
12 Sugar- Plum Fairy because Tschaikowsky heard the celesta 
13 for the first time 'Ahen he '"'as writing the Nutcracker 
14 Suite and he thought it was so lovely that he -....rrote this 
1 5 music for it . It Nas the first time that the celesta was 
16 used in the orchestra . This parti cular recording of 
I 17 Tschaikowsky ' s Nutcracker Suite was by the Philadelphia 
!I 18 
:I 19 i 
Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, conducting . 
I am looking foward myself to next week ' s story . It 1 s 
il 20 Hansel and Gretel . I v-rant to play for you the beautiful 
I' 
II 21 Evening Prayer sung by Rise Stevens and Nadine Conner. 
22 I hope you ' ll be listening . 
23 ANNOUNCER: Join us next week, the same time, when your musical 
I 24 story- teller will bring you another folkstory with its 
25 music . 
26 MUSIC: UP TO TTiv'iE 
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HANSEL AND GRETEL 
CAST: ANNOUNCER 
NAHRATOR 
JvlUSIC: HANSEL AND GB.BTEL 
Engelbert Humperdinck 
MUS IC: 
ANI'JOUNCER: 
N Al:?.F'..A TOR: 
2- 12" Col. SL- 102 
Metropolitan Opera 
Association Orchestra 
Hansel - Rise St evens 
Gretel - Nadine Conner 
Max Rudolf, Conductor 
TILL EULENSPIEG-EL - UP ( 7 SECONDS ) AND UNDER 
Now it 1 s time for Musical Stories , a series of tape-
recorded programs, presenting folkstories and t heir 
music . And now, here 1 s your musical story- teller . 
(1-'lUSIC OUT) 
The story for today has charm and enchantment for all of 
us. It ' s the Grimm ' s fairy tale, Hansel and Gretel . 
There are several t ranslations, but the one I want to 
tell you about is the story used by Humperdinck, the 
German composer, for his opera - Hansel and Gretel . 
Hansel and Gretel were the children of a poor broom 
maker and his wife . They had great fun playing together , 
but somet i mes they made the mistake of pl aying when 
Hansel was supposed to be binding a broom and Gretel was 
supposed to be knitting a stocking . One of thes e t i mes 
their mother became so provoked with them that she sent 
them into the forest to fil l a basket with s t rawberries . 
They had such a good time pl aying, and eating the 
I/ 
I 
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I 1 nightfall their basket was empty and they were lost, 
II 2 deep in the forest. They became very frightened and 
3 called for help. The sandman heard them - a little man 
4 dressed all in gray - and he came and sprinkled their 
5 eyes with sand to put them to sleep. But before they 
6 fell asleep, they knelt together and said their evening 
7 prayer . \rfuile they slept so peacefully, angels kept 
8 watch over them. In the morning they were awakened by 
9 the Dew Fairy. Searching for a path through the woods 
10 they came upon a lovely little house made of cake and 
11 sugar candy . They were so hungry that they broke off 
12 little pieces of the house and ate them. This was the 
13 hous e of a witch who made little children into ginger-
14 bread . She invited Hansel and Gretel to come into her 
15 delicious little house, but before she could turn them 
'I 16 into gingerbread, she \,ras tricked by Gretel into showing 
17 her how to test the oven . As she bent over, the children 
18 gave her a big push and she was baked in her own oven, 
19 which, by the way, was a magic oven. Suddenly, with 
20 much noise, it cracked and fell to pieces. At the same 
21 time, all the little children who had been made into I 
22 
23 
gingerbread came to life and they danced around Hansel 
and Gretel so grateful to them for breaking the witch ' s 
t 
II 
24 spell. Suddenly, the broom maker and his wife who had 
25 been searching for Hansel and Gretel appeared. There 
26 was great rejoicing when they discovered that there were 
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treasures within the little house that would keep them 
happy and rich to the end of their days. 
How I would like to have you hear the whole recording 
of Humperdinck1s opera, Hansel and Gretel, but I will 
have to be satisfied with playing for you now the 
Prelude to the First Act and the lovely Evening Prayer 
sund by Rise Stevens and Nadine Conner. This is a 
recording by the Metropolitan Opera Association 
Orchestra, Max Rudolf, conducting. 
VOLUME I - SI DE 1 - UP TO TIME 
VOL~lli II ~ SIDE 3 - BAND 1 - UP TO TI¥ili 
TILL EULENSPIEGEL - CODA (UNDER NARRATION ) 
I do hope you have the opportunity some day to hear 
either the recording of the complete opera or to see the 
Metropolitan Opera production of Humperdinck 1 s Hansel 
and Gretel . Of course, you realized as you listened to 
the Evening Prayer that this particular recording by 
the Metropolitan Opera Association is in English. 
Yes , a treat is in store for you next week . The story 
is The Sleeping Beauty and I will play you music from 
Tschaikowsky's lovely Sleeping Beauty Ballet. 
I hope you'll be listening. 
Join us next week , the same time , when your musical 
story-teller will bring you another folkstory with its 
music. 
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CAST: ANliTOUNCER 
NAR_RATOR 
SLEEPI NG BEAUTY 
hUSIC: SLEEPING BEAUTY BALLET 
EXCERPTS 
- I 
Peter Ilyitch Tschaikowsky 
12" Vic . LM-1010 
Leopold Stoko-vmki and 
His S;ymphony Orchestra 
1
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r-msrc: TILL EULE:NSPI EGEL - UP ( 7 SECONDS ) AND UNDER 
ANNOUNCER: Now it's time for Musical Stori es, a series of tape-
recorded programs, presenting folkstories and thej_r 
music . And now, here ' s your musical story-teller . 
(HUSIC OUT ) 
NARRATOR: I am sure you all know the story of Sleeping Beauty 
because it's such a very famous fairy story and it 's such 
a great favorite. But I want to tell you the story again 
and then play for you some of the music from Peter 
Tschaikowsky 's Sleeping Beauty Ballet . 
Once upon a time there was a king who wanted his little 
daughter, Aurora, to be kind and good and as lovely as a 
princess could be . To her christening he invited all the 
known fairies - for in those days it was the custom for 
fairies to bestow such gifts . On the day of the 
christening seven invited fairies came as also did one 
other fairy , an older fairy, who had not been invited. 
She had hid herself away for so long that no one knew she 
still lived. One of the other fairies knew that the older 
-- --
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fairy was very angry because she felt she had been 
forgotten, and she feared she would inflict some evil 
upon the little princess . She hid herself behind a wall 
drapery in order that her gift would be saved until the 
last . Wnen six of the fairies had bestowed their gifts, 
the older fairy came before the child and announced that 
the little princess would prick her finger with a bobbin 
and die . The seventh fairy then s tepped for,..rard and 
though she couldn ' t change completely what the older 
fairy had said, she promised the king that his daughter 
would not die - but rather, she would fall into a deep 
sleep for one hundred years and be awakened by t he son of 
a king . Even though the king prohibited the use of 
bobbins in his kingdom, everything happened as foretold. 
The princess pricked her finger and fell into a deep 
sleep. But in order that she might 
sights, the kind fairy put everyone 
awake to familiar ~~ 
in the castle to sleep,! 
I 
·I 
I 
except the king and queen . She caused the trees and 
bushes to grow thick and high about the castle so that 
J' 
il 
I 
only the highest towers could be seen from a distance. 
lvhen one hundred years had passed, a prince was hunting 
in the forest that surrounded the castle . He he ard the 
story of the sleeping princess and he knew in his heart 
that he ·was the one who would awaken her. He made his 
I' 
II ~I 
way through the thick woods and into the castle , and he 
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claimed the princess for his bride. I will play for you 
now from Tschaikowsky ' s Sleeping Beauty Ballet -the 
Introduction, the March, the Dance of the Maids of Honor 
and Their Pages, the Dance of Aurora, Flight of the Four 
Princes and the theme of the Lilac Fairy. This is 
recorded by Leopold Stokowski and His Symphony Orchestra . 
SIDE 1 
TILL EULENSPIEGEL - CODA (UNDER NARRATION ) 
You've just heard the theme of the Lilac Fairy. In 
Tschaikowsky ' s Sleeping Beauty Ballet , the Lilac Fairy is 
the name of the fairy that saves the life of the little 
princess. This particular recording was by Leopold 
Stokowski and His Symphony Orchestra . 
Next week I'm going to play you more of the music from the 
Sleeping Beauty Ballet because there was so much we 
couldn't play for you today and I ' ll tell you the story 
of Puss-In-Boots. I hope you'll be listening. 
Join us next week, the same time, when your musical 
story-teller will bring you another folk sto~J with its 
music . 
UP TO TIME 
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PUSS-IN-BOOTS 
CAST: A1'NOUNCER 
NARRATOR 
MUS IC: SLEEPI NG BEAUTY BALLET 
EXCERPT'S 
j\;IUSI C: 
ANNOUNCER: 
NA...'i.RATOR : 
Peter Ilyitch Tschaikowsky 
1211 Vic . l.Jvl-1010 
Leopold Stokowski and 
His Symphony Orchestra 
TILL EULENSPIEGEL - UP ( 7 SECONDS ) AND UNDER 
Nmv it 1 s time for Husical Stories, a series of tape-
recorded programs , presenting folkstories and their 
music . And now, here's your musical story-teller . 
(H1JS IC OUT) 
This week you will hear more of the music from 
Tschaikowsky 's Sl eeping Beauty Ballet as I promised . 
The ballet included such fables as Red Riding Hood, 
Cinderella and Puss-In- Boots . It's the story of Puss-
In-Boots that I want to tell you today. 
Once upon a time, there was a poor miller who wh en he 
died had only three things to leave to his three sons 
his mill, his donkey and his cat. The oldest son took 
the mill - the middle son took the donkey and t hat, of 
course, left the cat for the youngest son . The mill and 
the donkey together would provide a living for two of 
the sons, but what could the youngest son do "1i th a cat? 
Puss wanted to help his young master, so he asked that he 
be gi,ren a bag and be fitted to a pair of boots . Seeing 
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no harm in the eat's request, he outfit ted him with bag 
and boots. V.Jith the bag between his front paws and the 
little boots on his feet, the cat walked to a place 
where he knew rabbits often played about. He pl a ced 
the bag on the ground and put some tender lettuce 
leaves in the opening. Then he stretched out on t he 
ground and pretended he was dead . Sur e enough - al ong 
came a pl ayful young rabbit and walked right into the 
bag and was caught . Straightway Puss was off to the 
king ' s palace. He presented the tender young rabbit to 
the king i n the name of the marquis of Carabas , the name 
Puss had given his young master . The gift pleased the 
king very much - and f or several months Puss continued 
to bri ng good things to the ki ng i n his master ' s name . 
One day, he pl a.rmed to have his master bathe i n the 
river as the king and his beautiful daughter, th e 
pri ncess , rode by in their carriage . vn1en Puss spi ed 
the king he cried for help to save the marquis of 
II 
:I 
J 
I 
I
ll 
Carabas . The king recognized Puss and s ent hi s guar ds •I 
to rescue the marquis. vfu ile the guards were s aving his 
':I 
master, Puss walked up to t he carriage and told the king 1! 
I 
robbers had stolen the mar quis ' clothes while he bathed . I 
The king liked the young man as soon as he s aw him and s~ 
his servants to the palace to bri ng back one of his best 
suits. The suit fitted the young marquis perfectly and 
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he looked so handsome that the princess liked h im at 
once . The king invited the marquis to ride with them 
and the joyful cat led the lvay, walking down the road 
ahead of the carriage . 
As Puss came to meadows and fields, he told the farmers 
a.rJ.d reapers who were hard at work that they must tell the 
1 
king that the land belonged to the marquis of Carabas . 
So the king, as he inquired along the way, l earned that 
all belonged to the marquis of Carabas and he -vrondered 
at the vastness of the marquis ' estate . Puss new the 
land really belonged to an ogre who had great magic 
powers. So, when he came to the castle of the ogre -
he asked to see him. Ogres aren 't kno~~ for their 
friendliness, but this ogre was willing to see him. 
11 I am told, 11 said the cat, "that you have the power to 
change yourself into a lion or an elephant ." 
11 Ye9 , 11 said the ogre , and Puss was terrified to see a 
lion so close . At once the lion became the ogre again . 
11 It 1 s impossible, I know," said the cat, "but I have 
heard also that you can change yourself into a rat or 
even a sma11 mouse • 11 
"Not impossible, 11 said the ogre and he became a little 
mouse running here and there under the eat's nose . 
Quick as a flash, Puss caught him up and ate him. 
By that time, the king had arrived at the castle and was 
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overjoyed t o find out from Puss that it belonged to the 
young marquis . The beauty and grandeur of the castle 
and the extent of the estate impressed the king so much 
that he offered his daughter's hand in marriage to the 
young marquis and they were married that very day . 
From then on, Puss was the most important perso~ at 
court and chased mice only for fun . 
The music I will play for you now is from Tschaikowsky 's 
Sleeping Beauty Ballet as recorded by Leopold Stokowski 
and His Symphony Orchestra. It 1'1fill include the dances 
of the Silver Fairy - Puss-In-Boots - the Diamond Fairy -
Cinderella and her Prince - the Bluebird and Red Riding 
Hood . I'm sure you 'll recognize the dance of Puss-In-
Boots near the beginning just after the Dance of the 
Silver Fairy . 
SIDE 2 ..,. FROJVl DANCE OF THE SE NER FAIRY TO TIME 
TILL EULENS PIEGEL - CODA (UNDER NARRATI ON ) 
You heard, of course, that angry snarl of the V>folf near 
the very end. ~~at a feast of music we have had last 
1-.reek and this v1eek from TschaikowsbJ ' s Sleeping Beauty 
I 
,I 
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II 
Ballet as recorded by Leopold Stokowski and His Symphony I 
Orchestra. 
For next week, we 're going to hear a bit from 
Shakespeare and Mendelssohn- A Mi dsummer Ni ght's Dream. 
I hope you 'll be listening . 
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Join us next week, the same time, when your musical 
story-teller will bring you another folkstory 1rith its 
music,. 
UP TO THill 
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A NI DSUMivlER NIGHT ' S DREAM 
CAST: ANNOUNCER 
NA1i.RATOR 
l•illSIC: A MIDSD1'~1ER NIGHT 1 S DREAM, OP . 61 
Overture and Incidental Music 
MUSIC: 
ANNOUNCER: 
NARRATOR: 
to the Shakespeare Play 
Felix Ivlendelssohn 
1211 Dec . DL-8516 
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra 
Ferenc Fricsay, Conductor 
TILL EUL~~SPIEGEL - UP (7 SECONDS) ANu UNDER 
Now it's time for Musical Stories, a series of tape-
recorded programs, presenting folkstories and their 
music. And now, here ' s your musical story- teller . 
(lvillS I C OUT) 
The story for today is about young lovers , fairies, love 
potions, all stirred up together to make a happy ending. 
It's Shakespeare ' s, A Midsummer Night ' s Dream. Later I 
will play you enchanting music which Felix Mendelssohn 
wrote as incidental music for t he play. 
Hermia and Helena were friends. Her~mia loved Lysander 
and Helena loved Demetrius . But Hermia ' s father said she 
must marry Demetrius , the young man her friend, Helena , 
loved . If she disobeyed her father, the l aw sa i d she 
could be put to death . Lysander and Hermia planned to 
run away to his aunt ' s house to be married . They would 
meet in the wood that evening . Hermia told no one but 
her friend, Helena, of their plan . But Helena 
thoughtlessly told Demetrius . Of course, when Demetrius 
- -==-- --- --=-- ~-=-= 
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l lme>-.r this , he decided to go to the wood too, and Helena, 
2 loving him, followed after . So, there you have them all -
3 on this night of nights - in the wood, the home of the 
·I 
II 
4 
5 
II 
6 I 
fairies and their king and queen, Oberon and Titania . 
Oberon and Titania had quarreled over a little foundling 
boy Oberon wanted for a page. Oberon, with Puck, who 
7 loved to play~anks, planned to trick the queen by a love 
8 potion into giving the little boy to him. This particular 
I 
9 love potion when placed on the closed eyelids made the I 
10 person love the one he sau first upon waking. Of course, 
ll the king, in t he midst of his own little game met up v-Ii th 
I 12 the four young lovers in the wood . Oberon and Puck trying 
13 to pl ay cupid, put the love potion on the eyelids of the 
114 sleeping young men - Demetrius and Lysander who had grown 
I 15 I weary wandering in the wood . Helena who followed Demetrius 
I 16 into the wood because of her love for him was the first one 
I 17 both Demetrius and Lysander saw when they opened their eyes . 
18 She became the object of their love. Poor Hermia - she 
:1 19 
I 20 
I 
was a bit bewildered by it all . It was she who had planned 
to go away with Lysander and here he was speaking words of 
121 love to her fr i end, Hel ena . Of course, Helena was not 
122 
I 
very happy either because she felt the young men were 
I 
23 making fun of her . 
:1 24 I n the meantime, Ti tania l ay sleeping in her fairy bower 
25 and with the love potion on her eyelids she a1,rakened to see 
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first and to love a clovm whose head had been fitted to 
a donkeyhead by Oberon. The queen was so ashamed of her 
love for the clown that she gave the foundling boy to 
Oberon for a page . Once more all was well between the 
king and queen of the fairies . 
I Of course , Oberon had t o tell Titania all about the lovers ' 
in the wood and Titania was so much interested in them 
that off they went to find them. After a night of 
wandering in the mist, brought on by Puck who at Oberon's 
orders tried to correct the confusion they had caused 
this night - the young lovers lay sleeping not too far 
from each other. The charm had been removed from 
Lysander ' s eyelids and upon -v;aking again loved Hermia and 
Demetrius once more turned to Helena . It was Demetrius' 
idea that he go and seek out Hermia ' s father to persuade 
him to allow Hermia and Lysander to marry. Suddenl;y, 
the father arrived in their midst to give his consent 
and plans were made for two weddings. 
Of course , the fairies who were invisible witnessed all 
that went on . They felt that Oberon was responsible for 
the happiness of the lovers and so a great celebration was 
planned throughout the Fairy Kingdom on the happy wedding 
day. 
Felix Mendelssohn was commissioned by the King of Prussia, 
way back in 1843 to compose incidental music for the play, 
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1 A Midsummer Night 's Dream, and I want to play some of 
2 that music for you now: The Scherzo, March of the 
3 Fairies, Intermezzo and the Wedding March . The 
4 recording is by the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra , 
l\ 
5 
6 JvJJSIC: 
II 
7 I 
Ferenc Fricsay, conducting. 
SIDE 1 - BAND 2 and 3; SIDE 2 BAND 1 and 3 TO TIME 
TILL EUL~NSPIEGEL ... CODA (UNDER NARRATION) 
I 
8 NA..B.RA TOR : Now you see that the very familiar Wedding March was 
9 composed by Felix :Mendelssohn for A Midsummer Ni ght's 
10 Dream. This particular recording was made by the Berlin 
11 Philharmonic Orchestra , Ferenc Fricsay, conducting . 
12 Next week 's story may be new to you. It's a Russian 
13 fairy tale, called the Golden Cockerel. I hope you r ll 
14 be listening. 
15 M.JHOUNCER: Join us next week, the same time, when your musical 
16 story-teller will bring you another folkstory with its 
17 music. 
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THE GOLDEN COCKEREL 
CAST: ANNOUNCER 
Nli.RRATOR 
MUSIC: LE COQ D1 0R SUITE 
Nicholas Rimsky-Korsakoff 
HUSIC: 
ANNOUNCER: 
NARRATOR.: 
12"-3 RCA Victor - DH504 
London Symphony Orchestra 
Eugene Goossens, Conductor 
TILL EULENSPIEGEL - UP (7 SECONDS) AND UNDER 
Now it ' s time for Musical Stories, a series of tape-
recorded programs, presenting folkstories and their 
music . And now, her e ' s your musical story- teller. 
(MUSIC OUT) 
Today ' s story is a Russian fairy tale. It's by Alexander 
Pushkin and it ' s called, The Golden Cockerel . A very 
strange story it is . The Russian composer, Rimsky-
Korsakoff, wrote an opera, LeCoq D1 or or The Gol den 
Cockerel. A little later I will play you music from the 
symphonic sui te of the same name . 
Many years ago, there lived a Tsar who spent most of his 
life in battle, protecting his kingdom from enemy attack . 
A time came when he was anxious to end his fi ghting . He 
longed to rest and to live in peace. But his enemies 
would not l et him rest. They massed their armies and 
attacked him on all sides. They destr oyed a great deal 
his land and killed many of his people . All who could, 
joined in the fighting until no one was left to work in 
the fields and the kingdom was without food . 
Life became unbearable to the Tsar and he sought the help 11 
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of his people. He sent word throughout the land that 
anyone '~tlho could present him vli th a plan to destroy the 
enemy would receive riches and honor . Soon after this 
'\ 
a sorcerer came before the Tsar and presented him with a 
golden cock . He was told to place the cock on the highest ' 
tovrer of the palace . When the enemy came near the cock 
would cry a warning and when all was well, the cock would 
rest quietly on the tower above the palace . The Tsar was 
very pleased with t he cock and wanted to reward the 
sorcerer , but the learned man said he would claim the 
reward later and went away . 
For three years all went well . The cock gave his cry of 
alarm at the approach of the enemy and the Tsar ' s armies 
went out to meet them and were victorious . One night 
when he was sleeping, the cock cried of danger from the 
west, but his warning did not disturb the sleep of the 
'I 
I' 
l 
·I 
'I 
Tsar . His people gathered about the palace and one of the 11 
II 
I 
Tsar's officers had to awaken him. He immediately sent 
his older son, I gor, vli th an army to the west . Ei ght days 
I 
1 
I 
passed without word from I gor . Again the cock cried 
danger . This time the Tsar sent his son, Oleg,with an 
army. Another eight days went by and still no word of I 
the battle . t~en the cock cried the third time of danger 
in the west, the Tsar prepared himself to l ead an even 
larger army to meet the enemy. They traveled for eight 
I 
I 
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days before they came to the tent of the enemy and there 
they found the armies destroyed and the bodies of I gor 
and Oleg each with the other ' s sword piercing his heart . 
The Tsar ' s sorrow was very great. As he lay upon the 
ground weeping, a beautiful maiden appeared at the opening 
to the tent . Her beauty cast a spell upon the Tsar . He 
forgot everything but his need for food and rest . For 
eight days he stayed wi th the beautiful maiden and then 
he summoned his chariot to carry them to his palace . 
1Afhen they approached the gates and the \·lelcoming crowd 
the sorcerer appeared before the Tsar and claimed his 
reward - the beautiful maiden for his bride . The Tsar 
refused his request, but the sorcerer demanded that he 
keep hi s promise . His insistence so infuriated the Tsar 
that he struck the sorcerer with his scepter - killing him. 
As the chariot came to a stop before the palace the golden 
cock dove from his high perch to the head of the Tsar . 
~~by - she had disappeared too . Only her mocking laughter 
could be heard faintly in the distance . 
I will play for you now the First Movement of Rimsky-
Korsakoff ' s Le Coq D1 or Suite, which includes the \1/"arning 
of the Cockerel . This is recorded by the London Symphony 
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Orchestra, Eugene Goossens , conducting . 
RECOHD l - SIDE l; RECORJ 2 - SIDE 2 
TILL El!LENSPIEGEL - CODA (UNDER NAr?.HATION ) 
Rimsky- Korsakoff, whose Le Coq D1 or music you have been 
hearing, never lived to see his opera produced . At the 
time it was composed in 1907, Russia and Japan were at 
war . Its first performance took pl ace in 1910, two 
years after the composer's death . 
Another unusual story for next week - The Flying 
Dutchman - with music by Richard vvagner . I hope you 111 
be listening . 
Join us next week , the same time, v1hen your lffilsical 
story- teller will bring you another folkstory with its 
music . 
UP TO TIJV.tE 
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TH~ FLYING DUTC~~ 
CAST: ANNOUNCER 
NARRATOR 
MUSIC: THE FLYING DUTCHNAN (OVEHTURE) 
Richard ~'fagner 
HUSIC: 
AIIJ1W T.JNCER: 
NARRATOR: 
1211 Col. Entre RL 3060 
Philharmonia Orchestra 
Paul Kletzki, Conductor 
TILL EULENSPIEGEL - UP ( 7 SECONDS) AND UNDER 
Now it ' s time for Musical Stories, a series of tape-
recorded programs, presenting folkstories and their 
music. And now, here ' s your musical story- teller. 
(MUSIC OUT) 
wr1en I selected the story for today, the Flying Dutchman, 
I forgot that there were two legends by that name . 
One is about a Dutch ship whose evil crew threw their 
captain, offi cers and only passenger into the sea as 
they neared the Cape of Good Hope . Their only passenger 
had been carrying bags of gold to Holland where he had 
planned to provide a home for the many poor children of 
Amsterdam. But the crew had other plans - they had 
wanted that gold for themselves . As they sailed for the 
nearest port a terrible plague broke out on the ship . 
They were never able to satisfy their craving for water, 
brought on by their sickness, nor were they ever able to 
use the gold. Because, at every port , the people saw 
that they had the plague and v10uld not let them come 
ashore . One storm after another drove them back and 
---
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forth, wanderers on the sea. This all took place many 
years a go . But they tell us today, that when ships sail 
around the Cape of Good Hope in the dark of the night 
and encounter fog and mist, the sailors see the ghostly 
ship that never reaches port and they say to each other , 
"See, there goes the Flying Dutchman~" 
The other legend is the basis for Richard Watner's opera, 
The Flying Dutchman, music from which I will play for you 
a little later . It's about a captain who in his 
determination to round the Cape, swore he would do so 
even if all the powers of satan tried to prevent him. 
Satan heard him ~~d doomed him to sail forever unless he 
could find a woman who would be faithful to him unto death . 
Every seven years he was allov1ed to bring his ship to 
' port to search for such a woman . I 
' 
During a severe storm at sea, Daland, a Norwegian 
seacaptain, with his crev1, took shelter in a protected 
cove. As he looked about him he discovered he ~as but a 
few miles from his home where he lived \~th his daughter, 
Senta. Ttfuile he ~~d his crew waited for the storm to run 
its course, another ship sailed into the cove. This ship 
was very strange to behold with Obod-red sails and black 
hull. Its captain, Vanderdecken, was the Flying Dutchman 
who had spent many years at sea. It had been seven years 
since he had stepped foot on land and the time had come 
for him to come ashore and search again for a faithful 
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woman who would release him from satan 's curse. 
The two captains met on shore and Vanderdecken told of his 
rich cargo and he pledged a chest of the treasure to Daland 
if he would allow hi m to spend one night in his home. 
The Flying Dutchman also wanted to know if Daland had a 
daughter and if he would consent to her marriage with 
him. If he would , the entire treasure would be Daland 1 s . 
In the very short time together they became good friends 
and when the storm had subsided, theyreturned to their 
ships to sail to the home of Daland. 
At home, Senta knew of the Flying Dutchman because of a 
picture which hung in a room in her father's house. She 
was familiar with the curse which doomed him to sail 
forever upon the seas and she was entr~nced by the way 
it was said he could be freed of the curse . One day 
when she was with her friends, she told them that she would 
be the one to save him. Erik who loved her and to whom 
she was promised in marriage overheard her talking with 
her friends. Vlhen he learned that Daland had sailed into 'I 
the harbor, he tried to persuade Senta to marry him before I 
her father should arrange a marriage with a richer suitor. 
The plight of the Flying Dutchman was very real to her and 
she would not listen to Erik. Later her father brought 
Vanderdecken to the house as his guest and Senta 
recognized him as the Flying Dutchman from the picture . 
~Vben her father asked her to make the guest welcome , she 
36 
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26 NARRATOR : 
confessed to Vanderdecken that she knew he was the 
Flying Dutchman, that she loved him and "rould be true to 
him forever. He warned her though of the terrible 
results should she prove unfaithful. 
One night as the villagers and the ships' crews 
celebrated with dance and songs, Erik talked again to 
Senta of her promise to him long before she met the 
Flying Dutchman. Vanderdecken, standing nearby, over-
heard them and believed that she had broken her promise 
and that all was lost. He rushed to his ship and 
prepared to sail. Senta star ted to run after him but 
was caught up in her father's arms. Escaping from his 
embrace she climbed to the top of a cliff overlooking 
the sea. There she stood with arms outstretched. 
Crying out to the Flying Dutchman, "I am faithful even 
unto death," she jumped into the sea. I mmediately the 
curse was broken. No longer was the Flying Dutch~~ 
required to sail the seas. 
I think you will enjoy hearing the Overture to the opera 
of The Flying Dutchman by Richard Wagner which I ~~ll play 
for you now. In it you will hear the Flying Dutchman 
theme and the storm at sea. It is recorded by the 
Philharmonia Orchestra, Paul Kletzki, conducting. 
SI DE II BAND l 
TILL ~ULENSPIEGEL - CODA (u~DER NAiiRATION) 
The Overture to the opera by Richard Wagner - The Flying 
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l DutchmEn - which I have played for you was written after 
2 the rest of the opera. I thought you might find that 
3 interesting to remember. This particular recording was 
4 made by the Philharmonia Orchestra, Paul ICLetzki, 
5 conducting. 
6 Next week we will look forward to hearing music from the 
7 Mother Goose Suite by Maurice Ravel - and I will have two 
8 stories for you - Hop-0-Hy-Thumb and Beauty and the Beast. 
9 I ho~e you'll be listening. 
10 ANIIJOUNCER : Join us next week, the same time, when your musical 
ll story-teller will bring you another folk story ~~th its I 
12 music. 'I 
13 IviUSIC: 
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NARRATOR 
HOP-0-IIIJY-THillviB 
AND 
BEAUTY Al_'J_D "_rH_E =BE=A=S~T 
MUSIC : l-1A MERE L 1 OYE 
:tviaurice Ravel 
1211 Vic. LM-1012 II 
Boston Symphony Orchestra 1 
Serge Koussevitsky, Conductor 
1-lliSIC: TILL EULENSPIEGEL - UP ( 7 SECONDS) AND UNDER 
ANNOUNCER: Now it ' s time for Musical Stories, a series of tape-
recorded programs, presenting folkstories and their 
music. And now, here's your musical story-teller . 
(MUSIC OUT) 
NARRATOR.: I have two stories to tell today. They are Hop-0-My-
Thumb and Beauty and the Beast, both fairy tales . I 
tell them both because Maurice Ravel included them in 
his Mother Goose Suite, music from which I want to play 
to you later . 
Hop-0-My-Thumb was very well named because he was only 
as big as one's thumb when he was born and even when 
seven years old, he was very small . He was the youngest 
of seven boys, the chil~en of a poor fagot-w~ker and his 
wife. One day when there was very little in the house to 
eat, the seven little boys were taken to the forest by 
their parents t o fend for themselves. But Hop- 0-My-Thumb 
had dropped pebbles along the way into the f orest and by 
the pebbles' gl eam in the moonlight, he led his 
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I l I brothers to home and safety. That very day the lord of 
J 
2 
I 
.I 
3 
4 
I 
the manor had paid their father a sum of money that was 
owed to him and so there was great rejoicing ~hen the 
boys returned . Later, when the money was all spent , 
·I 
'I 5 they were taken again to the forest . This time Hop- 0-
I 
J 
6 Hy- Thumb scattered crumbs along the way and vlhen he came 
I 7 to look for them by moonlight, he found the birds had 
I 
8 eaten them - every one . Looking for shelter, they came 
·I 9 to the home of an ogre who considered them tender and 
I 10 sweet enough to eat~ The ogre ' s wife persuaded her 
il ll II husband that he had plenty to eat for supper and that he 
I 
I 12 should save the boys for the next day. They were then 
I 
13 
14 
taken upstairs to sleep in a huge bed, exactl y like the 
bed in which the ogre ' s little daughters lay sleeping . 
I 15 
I 
Hop-0- Hy- Thumb worried about the ogre and when all were 
I 16 asleep, he took the little gold crowns which the little 
17 girls had on their heads and placed them on the heads of 
18 his brothers - tying their bonnets on the heads of the 
19 little girls . Later in the night, when the ogre awakened 
20 and made his way to the chil dren ' s room he felt the gold 
21 crowns that were now on the boys ' heads and go ing to the 
22 other bed, he did away with his own little daughters . 
I 23 vJhen he returned to his bed and all was quiet, Hop-0-My-
I 24 Thumb shook his brothers awake and led them out of the 
I 25 house through the garden and over the wall . 
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In the morning, when the ogre saw what he had done, he 
started after the boys in his seven-league boots . The 
boys, seeing him coming when they were but a few rods 
from home, hid under the shadow of a huge rock. The 
ogre came up to the rock and was so tired, he sat doWn 
to rest and fell asleep. Hop-0-My-Thumb qui eted his 
brothers' fears and sent them on home. He took the boots 
from the ogre ' s feet and became a messenger of the king 
who paid him richly for bringing news from the army in 
quick time. Thus Hop- 0- My- Thumb brought wealth and 
happiness to his family , a very unusual accomplishment 
for one so small. 
I will play for you the first part of Ravel's Mother Goose 
Suite. At its close, you can hear the birds that found 
Hop-0-~y-Thumb's breadcrumbs and ate them- every one . 
MUS I C: SIDE 2 BAl'JD l 
NAHHATOR : I am sure you remember Beauty and the Beast . It ' s the 
story of the wealthy merchant who had six daughters and 
six sons. His youngest daughter was named Beauty because 
of her loveliness and great charm. Great misfortune came 
· to the merchant. His home with all its rich furnishings 
was destroyed by fire . His ships were lost in storms at 
sea and he became penniless. He traveled to the town one 
day to verify word that one of his ships had made port 
with a rich cargo. Only to learn that his former partners 
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had taken the cargo for themselves . On the return journey 
he v.ras caught in a severe storm and sought shelter in a 
hollow tree. But by morning the storm had subsided - so 
he continued on his way - suddenly coming to an avenue of 
beautiful shade trees and a splendid castle . He ·wandered 
i n and found food and comfort for his v.eariness . He saw 
no one until he plucked a beautiful rose for Beauty from 
a hedge in the garden . Then, a terrifying beas t appeared : 
and roared his displeasure. He demanded the merchant ' s 
life . Vfuen he tried to explain, the beast said his life 
would be spared only if one of his daughterS would come to 
live in the castle . The sorrowful merchant ret~rned to 
his home and his children . He told them of his experiences 
I 
and the beast ' s demands . I Beauty, who felt that it was all ,I 
her fault because of the rose, made the trip with her :I 
father to the beast's castle . He was most kind to her and 1 
did all he could to make her happy . But every evening 
he came to Beauty and asked her to marry him, and every 
time she refus ed him. She dreamed each night of a handsome' 
.J 
prince vlho pleaded with her to be kind to him and not to 
be deceived by appearances . One day the beast saw that 
she looked very sad and when she told him that she wanted 
so to see her father again , he allowed her to leave him. 
He warned her to return in two months or he llOuld die. 
One ni ght after she had been a>vay from the castle a 
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considerable time, she had a dream. She came upon the 
beast lying on the gr0und and groaning as if in pain . 
A beautiful lady came up to her and told her she had 
returned just in t i me to save the beast's life . Beauty 
was so distressed by her dream that she wished to return 
to the castle . Once back at the castle, she found the 
beast on the ground as in her dream. 1f!hen he -v;as 
sufficiently revived to speak to her, she told him how 
much she had come to love him. That evening wh en he 
asked her again to marry him, she told hi m - yes l - and 
suddenly before her stood the prince of her dreams ! They 
were married and lived happily ever after . 
From Ravel's Mother Goose Suite I pl ay you now the 
Conversations of Beauty and the Beast . 
SIDE 2 BAND 3 TO TI ME 
TILL EULSNSPIEGEL - CODA (UNDER NARRATI ON ) 
:tJiaurice Ravel wrote the J1.1other Goose Suite originally 
as five four- hand piano pieces . He dedicated them to the 
two children of good friends of his . This particular 
recording was made by the Bos ton Symphony Orchestra with 
Serge Koussevitzky, conducting . 
I 
i-
lfext week, I V\rill tell you the story of The Firebird - tj 
with music by Igor Stravinsky. I hope you'll be listening . ! 
Join us next week, the same time, when your musical 
story- teller will br:ing you another fol ks tory with its mus:ic. 1 
·' 
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THE FIREBIRD 
CAST: ANNOUNCER 
NARRATOR 
MUSIC: FIHEBI RD SUITE 
Igor Stravinsky 
MUSIC: 
ANNOUNCER: 
NA.fi.RATOR: 
--
12" Col. :tvlL-4046 
The Philharmonic-Symphony 
Orchestra of New York 
I gor Stravinsky, Conductor 
TILL EULENSPIEGEL - UP ( 7 SECONDS) AND ill~DER 
Nov! it 1 s time for Musical Stories, a series of tape-
I' 
II 
recorded programs, presenting folkstories and their music. I 
And now, here's your musical story-teller. (MUSIC OUT ) 
Our story for today is called The Firebird and the music 
is from I gor Stravinsky's Firebird Suite . The theme of 
the firebird is a great favorit e in Russia and appears in 
many of their legends and fairy stories. The story I 
want to tell you is that of the Firebird Ballet. I 
One day, while hunting, Ivan Tsarevitch wandered into an 1! 
enchanted wood. It was a very beautiful wood which formed 11 
a park about a castle, the home of an evil magician . 
As Ivan looked about him he saw a very unusual tree, a 
magic tree. On its branches hung fruit - all of gold. 
As he stood and gazed at the tree in wonderment, he heard II 
the fluttering of wings. A very gorgeous bird appeared jl 
and came to rest on one of the branches of the magic tree. 1\ 
It was the firebird. To Ivan 's amazement it started to 
pick one of the golden apples. In a flash he fitted an 
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arrow to his bow and shot at the firebird . But because 
of his great excitement, his aim was not true . He onl y 
startled the bird and it flew away . After a short while 
the firebird returned, only to be caught by Ivan \•Jho had 
concealed himself in the thick foliage of the magic tree . 
The bird pleaded for its freedom and when Ivan released 
his hold, the firebird §ave him one of its golden feathers 
as a reward. Suddenly, the wood was filled with lovely 
mus i c and looking through the wood, Ivan saw twelve 
beautiful maidens coming toward him . Once again he 
concealed himself in the foliage of the tree . They came 
up to the tree and shook down the golden fruit, playing 
with it and tossing it back and forth to each other . 
They were greatly surprised when after a few minutes Ivan 
came from his hiding-pl ace . They urged him to flee from 
the wood in order to escape the power of the evil magician 
who could turn hi m to stone . But Ivan determined to 
remain and test his strength against the magic power of 
the magician. 
They played and danced together until a sharp cry was 
heard in the wood . The maidens became frightened and ran 
hurriedly back to the castle. The wood became dark and 
fearful . Many demons rushed into the wood and pounced 
upon Ivan . From out of their midst appeared the dreaded 
magician, himself . Only by the golden feather which Ivan 
--- -=-=-== 
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l held in his hand was he able to protect himself from the 
2 spell of the powerful magician. Immediately, the firebird 
3 came to Ivan ' s rescue, leading the demons in a dance so 
4 frenzied that wearily they fell to the gr ound to sleep. 
5 Follmving after the firebird, Ivan found a casket buried 
6 in the ground . In it rested a huge egg ~mich held the 
7 soul of the wicked magician, the source of his evil. 
8 Ivan took the egg up in his hands and tos sed it in the 
9 air several times while the fri ghtened magician stood 
•I 
I 10 
,, 
watchi ng nearby . Then the egg slipped from Ivan ' s hands 
ll and was dashed to the ground ... broken - as was the po"!iler 
'I 12 
of the magician . The demons, the magician and the castle 
I 
I 13 disappeared as young men and maidens rushed out joyously 
I 14 to acclaim Ivan who had freed them from the s pell of the 
I 
I 
15 magician . And the most beaut iful of the freed maidens 
16 was offered to him for his bride . 
I 
il 17 From the Firebird Suite by I gor Stravinsky, I will play 
:I 18 for you the Introduction and Dance of the Firebird, the 
l 19 
I 20 .I 
'I 
Adagio and Scherzo . It is here recorded by the 
PhilharlJ"_onic-Symphony Orchestra of New York, I gor II 
I 21 Stravinsl\Y, conducting . 
:I 22 l'iUSIC: SI DE l 
23 TILL EUL&~SPIEGEL - CODA (UNDER NARR4TION ) 
24 NAR .. "R.A TOR : It was Rintsky- Korsakoff - '~hos e Golden Cockerel music 
I 25 I played for you several weeks ago - who helped I gor 
I 
:i 
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Stravinsky decide to follow a career in music instead of 
a career in law. He became his good friend and teacher . 
Next week I will play from the familiar Peer Gynt Suite 
by Edvard Grieg and tell you the amazing story of Peer 
Gynt. I hope you ' ll be listening . 
6 ANNOUNCER : Join us next week, th e same time, >vhen your musical 
7 story-teller will bring you another folk story with its 
8 music . 
9 J.VfLJSIC: UP TO Tll'JE 
-=-=--=.==-- =_: 
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CAST: A:IIJl~OUNCER 
NARRATOR 
PEEH GYNT 
MUSIC: PEER GYNT SUITE NO . l, OP.46 
Edvard Grieg 
12" Col. :t-'JL- 4132 
The Philadelphia Orchestra 
Eugene Ormandy, Conductor 
'I'ILL EULENSPIEGEL - UP ( 7 SECONDS) AND UNDER 
Now it ' s tL~e for Musical Stories, a series of tape-
recorded programs , presenting folkstories and their 
music . And now, here ' s your musical story- teller. 
(l"lUSIC OUT ) 
Today I want to tell you the story of Peer Gynt. A good 
name for his story would be "To Thyself Be 'I'rue . 11 Peer 
Gynt lived in Norway many years ago . He was always going 
to be great . He was always saying that someday he would 
be a king , but you know, he failed everyone, even his 
mother . She had to work hard on the farm and in the mill 
to support herself and Peer, while he spent his time on 
the hil lsides, gazing up at the clouds and dreaw.ing . 
Peer was lazy and he was untruthful . The stories he told 
of his adventures were borrowed from l egends of greater 
Norwegians than Peer . No one trusted him for he never 
did anything and stood by it afterwards . He became an 
outlaw, running av1ay with Ingrid who was promised to 
another . It .-;as at Ingrid's wedding that he met Solveig, 
the lovely young girl >·lith the long yellow braids . He 
truly loved Solveig, but he left her and wandered over the 
48 
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1 world for f ort y years, always l ooking for his kingdom 
2 and the greatness that would be his. He was even willing 
3 to marry the Dovri-King 1 s daughter in order to be king of 
4 the trolls . But although he lived by the trolls ' motto -
5 "To thyself be true," he was too human to see the ugl y as 
6 beautiful which was the way of the trolls . 
7 He had many adventures - first he was a peddler - a digger 1 
8 for gold in California - a captain of a ship that sailed 
9 around the worl d - a slave- trader and oh, yes, once he 
I 10 pretended to be a prophet in Arabia ;.,rhere he was 
11 entertained by the dancing of the beautiful Anitra . 
II 12 One morning Peer found himself back in the town where he 
'I 
., I 
i 
i 
13 had been born . He heard a farmer lad pla.y on his reed 
J 
14 pipe as he went to the spring . No one recognized Peer for 
I 15 he had become an old man . He stood by the ~~ndow of the 
.I 16 I hut he had built and heard Solveig singing and spinning 
!I 17 as she awaited his return . For the first time Peer 
11 
ll 18 
I 
realized that he could have been king here, in his own 
:I 19 home . He could not bring himself to face Solveig and so 
1 20 he ran a;vay again . As he travelled along he was reminded 
;j 
I 21 of the thoughts he had been meant to think, the words he 
.I 22 
·I should have spoken - yes , t he songs he should have sung 
I 23 and the deeds he could have accomplished. He \vas met by 
;1 24 the button-moulder who had been sent for Peer ' s soul. 
I 
·
1 25 It was the button- moulder 's job to melt t ogether and 
1 
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reshape all those who had missed being themselves . Peer 
did not want to be melted -..rith the others . He begged for 
time to find a witness, one who could assure the button-
moul der that Peer had al ways been himsel f . In all his 
search he could find only one ~no agreed that,yes , Peer 
had been hims el f all hi s l ife, but he had been himself 
the wrong way. He had done everything the wrong way . 
Peer finally had to agree that he had been a very great 
sinner . Once more he returned to stand before his hut . 
Sol veig saw him and came out to meet him. Great v.1as her 
happiness l He had returned to her . But Peer needed the 
answer to the riddle . Tiliere had the r eal Peer been all 
through the years? The one intend,ed when Peer had been 
born . Solveig was sure she had the answer . He had been 
l.·Jith her - in her faith, in her hope and in h er love . 
To her , Peer had never left home . He had never been . 
anything but himself . Yes , Peer Gynt had found his 
kingdom. There was nothing more to fear ~ 
I want to :play for you some of the lovely melodies Edvard 
Grieg wrote and called the Peer Gynt Suite . I have 
selected Ivlorning hood, Anitra ' s Dance and In the Hall of 
the Mountain King . These are recorded by the Phil adelphia 
Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, conducting . 
SIDE 1 - BANDS l - 3 - 4 
TILL EULENSPIEGEL - CODA (UNDER NARRATION ) 
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The Morning Iviood is one of' my favorites . I like to think 
t hat it was the melody the farmer lad played on his reed 
pipe as he walked to the spring in the early morning , ~ 
the melody blending "with the sound of the wind and the 
run!'ling water." This particular recording vras by the 
Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, conducting . 
Yes, there are other stories to tell - there certainly 
are other beautiful melodies to play. I hope you have 
enj oyed listening to Musical Stories as much as I have 
enjoyed bringing them to you - and that you 111 ahrays 
be listening l 
your announcer - George Sloan . 
UP TO Tll"JE 
-- -- --· --- --
Fortunately we may now have excellent 
recordings of great music on our shelves 
along with our favorite volumes of 
poetry or other literature. The main 
concern is that they come off our 
shelves and into our heads f or the one 
most important reason that we shall 
find life more interesting when they 
have done so. 
Roy Dickinson Welch 
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TILL EULENSPIEGEL 
Years ago there was a man who was known by the name of 
Till Eulenspiegel. He traveled through every country in Europe. He 
was a prankster - a trickster. He poked fun at the selfish, the 
cruel and the foolish. He even played his tricks on the good and 
the wise - only in a more kindly way. He wanted people to see 
themselves as they were and seeing their folly, change their ways. 
Of course, he was always getting into trouble. People dontt like 
to be mocked, made fun of or appear foolish before their neighbors. 
Even though some of his pranks seemed 1dcked, he did bring joy and 
laughter into the lives of many people. Many stories are told 
about him. 
One very cold night in the deep of winter Till was traveling 
along the road seeking shelter from the snow and bitter wind. He 
came to an inn and upon entering discovered that many travelers had 
arrived ahead of him. They were warming themselves before the fire 
and sitting in all of the most comfortable chairs. Seeing the 
innkeeper Till pretended to whisper to him though he talked for all 
to hear. 
"Do you think it will soon stop snowing?" he asked. 1'I do 
hope so because I lost my purse in the snow as I was coming in. I 
do so want to rest the night before looking for it. Of course, if 
it keeps on snowing, I'll certainly have to search for it now." 
- ----=-"==- ~--= =""f-= 
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The innkeeper thought for a second or two and then assured 
Till, "I think you can safely rest here the night before going out to 
your purse. It is almost certain to stop snowing very soon now." 
The innkeeper busied himself with his guests for a few minutes and 
then left the room saying that he would see to the horses. One by 
one the travelers who sat by the fire got up and wandered to the 
door and out into the storm. 
It wasn't long before Till finding himself alone with the 
fire and the comfortable chairs stretched out for a good rest. 
Before losing himself to his dreams he patted the purse that had been 
in his pocket all the time. 
At another time, Till was court jester to a count. One day 
after he had tricked the count very cleverly, the count came before 
him. "You won today - that I will acknowledge, but some day, you mark 
my words, I' 11 get even with you." 
"Let it be now,'' said Till. "Try this," He chuckled as if 
I 
he was enjoying a good joke. "I 1m sure ·you cannot repeat after me - !1 
without a mistake seven words which I shall say." 
"That's a silly thing," said the count. "Of course I can 
repeat after you anything you say. Just to show you how certain I 
am that I can do this, I will bet you fifty pieces of gold." 
11 Fine111 said Till. "Repeat after me, I give you." 
The count repeated, "I give you." 
~ =----..::;:----::: 
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Till went on, "My vel vet cloak. 11 
"My vel vet cloak," repeated the count, but this didn 1 t 
please him. He could see where this game was leading him. 
"Wrong~" shouted Till. 
11 I 1m not wrong," said the count. "Where did I fail to 
repeat after you?" 
"You did.n 1 t repeat every word, 11 said Till. "But never 
wind, we'll start again." He hesitated a second. 11 1 am, 11 said Till. 
"I am," repeated the count. 
11 A foolish old man, 11 said Till. 
The count was furious but game and he repeated, 11 A foolish 
old man. 11 
"Wrong," said Till. 
11\'Jhat do you mean, wrong?" cried the count. "Didn 1 t I 
repeat every word? You're a rascal, that's what you are. You even 
forced me to give you my cloak and now you say I've lost the bet. 
It 1 s you v1ho have lost the bet. 11 
11 No, 11 said Till. 11 You lost the bet. To be sure you 
repeated six words after me as I said them, but you recall I said 
seven words. The seventh word was, wrtONG, and you failed to repeat 
it both times •11 
II 
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"You're right," said the count, laughing good-naturedl y. 
"How can I hope to win over you. You certainly are an amusing fellow. 11 
He took out his purse and paid Till his forfeit. 
Retold from -
ttFavorite Folktales and Fables for Boys and Gi rls''-
Joanna Strong 
Hart Publishing Company, New York City 
il 
I 
"Tyll Ulenspiegel's Merry Pranks" -
M. Jagendorf 
The Vanguard Press, New York - 1938 
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TILL EULENSPI EGEI, , OP . 28 
Richard Strauss (1864-1949) 
Recordings 
Long Playing -
Fricsay, Berlin Phil . 12 11 Dec . 
Gui, Florentine Husic 
Festi vs.l Orch . 1211 Tern . 
Krauss , Vienna Phil . 12 11 Cap . 
Krauss, Vienna Phil. 12 11 Lon . 
Reiner , HCA Sym. 12 11 Vic . 
Hodzinski, Cleveland Orch .1211 Col. 
Szell, Cleveland Orch . 1011 Col. 
DL-9529 
2032 
P- 8100 
LL-233 
L.'Vf-1180 
ML- 4045 
r\1-2079 
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WILLIAN TELL 
Many years ago - so long ago that the oldest people now 
living in Switzerland had yet to be born - the Emperor of Austria let 
it be known that Switzerland belonged to him. He sent one of his men 
to be their new governor. His name was Gessler . He wasn't a very 
kind governor but ruled the people very harshly. He seemed to be 
able to get his o~~ way - mainly because he used soldiers to show his 
power. 
The Swiss people, even to this day, are a very proud people . 
No matter what Gessler did they refused to bow to him v-Jhen he passed 
by. This made him very angry and he determined to force the proud 
Swiss people to recognize his power over them. They would bow to him~ 
Every to~n had a marketplace whic.h was in the public square, 
and if you should visit Switzerland, you would find this true today. 
There the people came to buy and sell. Each brought down from the 
mountains what they had made or grown for others to buy. In this way 
they would secure the money for buying those things which they needed. 
In one of these squares in the town of Altorf, Gessler put up a 
tall pole, something like a flagpole. On the top of this pole he 
placed his hat. You see, the governor couldn't be in all places 
at once and he did want the people to think of him even when he was 
not with them. Gessler hadn't l earned that true respect is earned 
not commanded. He thought that the mere fact of bowing to the hat 
I 
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proved that he had the respect of the townspeople. Therefore, he 
ordered everyone, young and old, to bow to the hat - his hat. 
· One day a very farous archer named 'ftiilliam. Tell came down 
from his mountain home and walked through the marketplace of Altorf. 
His little son walked at his side. William Tell was tall and very 
strong and as he and his son passed the pole they looked neither to 
the right nor to the left. They paid no attention to the pole or 
the hat. To them the pole was of no significance. This did not go 
unnoticed for Gessler's servants and spies were everywhere. They 
reported that William Tell had failed to bow before the hat. Gessler 
ordered that vlilliam Tell be brought before him. 
"I understand yodre a very skillful archer," began Gessler. 
"I will overlook your lack of respect for me. But I demand you prove 
how well you can handle your bow. Your son, I am sure, is as stout-
hearted as you. Let him stand one hundred paces away. Place an 
apple on his head and then do you send your arrow through the apple." 
The townspeople who had gathered about gasped and were 
afraid. William Tell selected two arrows from his quiver, letting 
Gessler see that he was not afraid. At a word from his father the 
little boy was taken one hundred paces away standing with his back to 
a tree. Gessler's servants placed an apple on the lad's head, but 
turned him so that his back was to his father. They thought this 
would be a kindness to both. But William Tell commanded his son to 
- -==- ---- --- - ==- ___ --:-___-~ 
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f ace him and after testing his bow took aim and shot his first arrow. 
Immediately a shout went up ~ His aim had been true. The arro"rr split 
the apple in two , sinking itself into the tree . 
The people were happy, but Gessl er was very angry. 11 You 
selected two arrm-.rs, 11 he cried . "Were you not confident of your mm 
skill?" 
"Gessler, " replied William Tell , "had I missed 'With my first 
arrow, the second arrm•l was for you . " This angered Gessler all the 
more . 
"Take him'!" he shouted t o his soldiers . While the people 
held back the soldiers Y.Jilliam Tell sent t he second arrow into the 
heart of Gessler . There followed so much excitement that ~filliam Tell 
was able to row his little son across the nearby lake . Together 
they escaped into the mountains . 
Retold from -
"The Apple and the Arrow" - Mary and Conrad Buff 
Houghton Mifflin Company Boston 1951 
The Riverside Press Cambridge 
"The Young Foll{ 1 s Book of Epic Heroes 11 - Jl:my Cruse 
Little , Bro1m 1927 
11 The Book of Legends - Told Over Again" -
Horace E. Scudder 
Houghton Mifflin Company 1899 
The Riverside Press Cambridge 
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\iVILLI A.:t{ TELL 
Gioacchino Rossini (1792-1868) 
necordings 
Long Playing -
(Complete Opera) 
Rossi , soloists, chor us, 
Orch . Radio Italiana 4-1211 Cet. 1232 
(Arias) 
Soloists, orch . 
Soloists, orch . 
(Overture) 
Braithwaite Royal Opera 
Orch . 
Kost elanetz & Orch . 
Toscanini , NBC Sym. 
Vi enna Tonlrunstler Sym. 
(Overture & Ballet Yusic) 
Braithwaite, Royal Op. 
1211 Roy . 1212 
1011 Roy . 6072 
10" MGM: E-149 
1011 Col. ~1L-2009 
10" Vic . LM-14 
10" Ply . 10-7 
Orch . 1211 MGlvJ: 3028 
Extended Play -
(Overture) 
Columbia Sym. Orch . 
Rodzinski Columbia A-1 591 
Berlin Civic Opera Orch . , 
H.other Urania UREP-3 9 
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THE SORCERER 1 S APPRENTICE 
Do you thrill to a story of magic, of kettles that boil 
and bubble, of dim lights, bottles and bowls, odors, goblins and 
enchantment? 
Many years ago there lived a sorcerer, an old fellow, 
long-robed, thin and bent, wrinkled and snow-haired who read by 
candlelight in his cellar the magic that most men have forgotten. 
He was a sorcerer of great dignity. He refused to vanish in a puff 
of smoke, reappearing miles away, but preferred to travel on foot or 
' . by donkey. He had a fondness for making a certain magic that caused 
everything in his house - the chairs, tables, even his brooms to work 
for him. No one ever saw him make his magic, not even Rudy, the little 
boy who worked for him as an apprentice. Rudy wasn't too good a 
student. How happy he was to see all the work - the cleaning, 
scrubbing and drawing of water done by the magic of the sorcerer. 
Of course, When the sorcerer went away and left Rudy alone, he would 
have to do all this hard work himself. H~ determined to find out how 
the sorcerer worked his magic on the furniture. 
One evening he hid himself on the stairs and watched all 
that the sorcerer did and listened carefully to all that he said. 
The sorcerer thL~king Rudy was in bed sound asleep was mixing a 
brew in the big kettle. When he made a motion with his hands or 
uttered a magic word, Rudy, on the stairs did the same - he mimicked 
him. He, too, would use the magic. Suddenly, as though he had been 
- - ==---=--- -- --=--- ~-= -::.=:=----=.. ---
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called, the sorcerer reached for his cape and rushed out into the 
night leaving his brew and kettle boiling and bubbling. Rudy was 
frightened. He couldn't decide whether to rush upstairs to his room 
or go down to the fire and the boiling brew. Suppose the master 
came back and fOlm.d himl He became calm and determined and down 
the stairs he crept to peer into bottles and to see all that was 
there. He became braver and braver and spying the broom he had the I 
desire to try out his powers. He imitated the words and gestures of 1 
the sorcerer. He wanted to set the broom to work sweeping and 1\ 
cleaning. Lo and behold, the broom came to life equipped with arms 
and legs and such sweeping and cleaning you never did see. But Rudy 
soon tired of the incessant sweeping and when the room was, oh, so 
clean, he thought of his bath and the water to be carried. Wonderful! 
the broom should bring the water. It was such fun commanding the 
broom and seeing this strange-looking helper going from pump to tub 
drawing and carrying water. Only, of course, it didn't take long 
for the tub to fill and terrible to relate, Rudy didn't know the 
magic words to stop the water-carrying broom. The water poured over 
the tub and from a trickle it became a torrent. In desperation Rudy 
took an ax to the broom, splitting it in half. Where there had been 
one broom carrying water, there were now two brooms carrying water. 
Rudy was forced up the stairs. Water poured out of the house into 
the street. 
Oh, where was the sorcerer? Why did he not return? The 
brooms continued pouring out water faster and faster and suddenly, 
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I when all seemed lost, the sorcerer appeared and with one commanding 
word, halt - the brooms became one broom in the corner, the waters 
disappeared, the fire burned brightly and the brew boiled and 
bubbled. All was calm except the sorcerer who was so enraged that 
he sent Rudy, his apprentice, from his house never to return. 
Retold from -
"The Sorcerer's Apprentice" - Richard Rostron 
William Mor r ow 1941 
"Sorcerer's Apprentice" - Donald E. Cooke 
The John C. Winston Company 1947 
Philadelphia - Toronto 
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SORCERErt 1S APPRENTICE 
Paul Dukas (1865-1935) 
Recordings 
Long Playing -
Andre , INR Sym. 
Fricsay, Lamoureux Orch . 
Jorda, Paris Conservatoire 
Orch . 
Ormandy, Phil a . Orch . 
Ormandy, Phila . Orch . 
Toscanini, NBC Sym. 
1011 
1011 
1011 
10 11 
1011 
12 11 
Cap . l-8135 
Dec . DL- 4027 
Lon . LS-193 
Col. AAL- 26 
Col. HL- 2156 
Vic. LH-1118 
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_THE_ NUTCRACKER _AN_D _THE_• ;;.;;.MO;;..;U=S=E-....;K;;;;I=N..;;;.G 
Such a lovely dream. Marie snug in her bed opened her eyes 
to see the snow on the window-sill and the moonlight streaming into 
her room. 
It all began the day before - on Christmas Eve, the place -
Nuremberg, Germany. All that day Marie and her brother, Fritz, had 
been waiting for the opening of the door leading into the living-room. 
There was no way to peek in. They could only imagine what was 
happening by the small noises coming from the room, the whisperings 
and laughter of the Judge, their father, and their mother. 
Fritz became cross. "Do you suppose they have finished 
trimming the tree?" 
"Very soon now tie can go in," said Marie, smiling at the 
prospect of all the good things that would be theirs. ni wonder what 
our godfather has made for us?" 
Fritz forgot to be cross. It was pleasing to imagine what 
their godfather might have made for them. It could be almost anything 
for he was very skilled with his hands. He made wonderful toys. 
I 
II 
Their godfather was a strange little man, not very handsome -
he was wrinkled and wore a wig. But he knew all about children. 
The pockets of his coat were always filled with good things for 
Fritz and Marie. 
I 
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11 All at once they heard the little silver bell which was the signal. 
The door opened and there stood their parents. "Come, see what the 
Christchild has left for you," cried their mother. 
The room was very beautiful, the tree with its little angel 
at the very top, the twinkling candles, the decorations - silver and 
gold apples, sugarplums, nuts and the toys hiding in the boughs and 
under the tree. Fritz and Marie could only stand in the doorway and 
gaze in wonder upon it. 
Soon Fritz spied his soldiers in their colorful uniforms 
and tiny swords. "lrfuat a lovely doll," said Marie. They both ran up 
t o the tree and in their excitement danced around and around it 
finding more and more surprises to please a little boy and girl. 
"What's this?" asked Marie. She stooped over to look under the tree 
and there was a strange little man dressed in velvet coat and trousers. 
He wore boots on his feet and over his shoulders was fitted a wooden 
cape. On his very large head he wore a cap. "I think he's wonderful," 
said Marie. 11To whom does he belong?" 
"My dear, 11 said her father, "that 1 s the gift your godfather 
made for you and Fritz. Since you seem to take such a fancy to him, 
you may take care of him. He's a very useful little fellow for he 
is a . nutcracker. 11 
"How unusual," cried Marie. 
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"Yes," said her father, "he opens his mouth when you lift 
up his cape this way." Her father showed her how to open the nut-
cracker's mouth. Marie found a little nut on the tree andJDpped it 
· into the mouth of the nutcracker. She pressed down on the li~e 
cape and at once the shell was cracked in two and the nut fell into 
her hand ready to eat. Fritz wanted to try a big nut. 
were the three little white teeth in the nutcracker's mouth and his 
jaw fell open. Marie's heart was broken. She saved the little teeth, 
tied up the nutcracker's jaw and wrapped him up carefully so no more 
harm could come to him. Fritz pretended he didn't care about the 
funny old nutcracker and went back to play with his soldiers. 
vVhen it was time to go to bed, Fritz lined up his soldiers. 
Marie put away her toys. The little broken nutcracker she put to bed 
with one of her dolls. She whispered good night to him and promised 
she would take him to her godfather who could make him as good as new. 
Off to bed they went. Marie fell asleep thinking of the little 
nutcracker. 
Much later, close to midnight, Marie thought she heard 
unusual noises. She left her bed and went downstairs very quietly. 
What do you suppose she saw - marching around the tree? The toys had 
come to life. Yes, the nutcracker too was alive. He was leading the 
·=. -=-1= =-=--
soldiers and the drums and bueles and the other toys i n a parade . But 
that wasn ' t all- from everywhere mice appeared , all sizes and all 
colors . They scampered to the beautiful Christmas tree and started 
to eat everything sv1eet upon it . 
At the height of the des truction and confusion a whistle 
was heard . Standing in the midst of the mice, on his hind legs, Marie 
aaw the biggest mouse of all . A little gold crown was on his head . 
It was the House- King . He quickly commanded the mice to get into 
position for battle . They woul d fight the toys . Not to be caught 
napping, the nutcracker lined up the tin soldiers and ordered a charge 
on the mice . Nothing that the nutcracker nor the soldiers could do 
could keep the mice from advancing . They pushed back the soldiers 
and soon the nutcracker fou.11d himself surrounded . Before the 1--Iouse-
King could use his sword on t he nutcracker, l!J.arie reached for her 
slipper and threw it at the Mouse-King . The slipper hit him on the 
head with such force that it killed him. 
Immediately everything was quiet - all had disappeared . 
\'mere the nutcracker had been , stood a handsome prince . Taking 
l~arie ' s hand he thanked her for saving his life and begged her to go 
with him to his Magic Kingdom. Harie was happy to go with him 
and when they arrived , there was the queen, the Sugar- Plum Fairy, and 
her court ready to welcome them. 
A wonderful feast was prepared in honor. of Marie . There 
:1 was much rejoicing and there was much dancing . Even the Sugar-Plum 
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Fairy danced - also the peppermint sticks, the chocolate drops and 
all the other sweets joined in the dancing for Marie. Then came the 
dolls from different countries with their dance. The flowers did a 
waltz and after that the toy flutes danced - all for Marie. Just as 
the flutes finished their dance, Marie opened her eyes. She was all 
alone - warm and snug in her little bed. The moonlight touched t he 
snow on her window-sill with magic. Yes, it was all such a lovely 
dream. 
Retold from -
"The Nutcracker and the House-F.ing11 - -J<-
E. T. A. Hoffman; adapted by Evelyn R. Sickels 
"Nut cracker of Nurember g" - Donald E. Cooke 
Bas ed upon t he Old Hoffman Legend 
The J ohn C. Winston Co . Chicago - Philadel phi a -
Toronto 1938 
I 
il ~<-Anthology of Childr en ' s Li t erature 
Houghton Hifflin. Company 1948 
NUTCRACKER SUI'rE 
Peter Ilyitch Tschaikowsky (1840-1893 ) 
Recordings 
Long Playing -
De'sormi'ere, French Sym. 
DE!sormi1ere, French Sym. 
Fistoulari, Paris 
Conservatoire Orch . 
Irving, Royal Opera Orch. 
Kostelanetz 
Harkevitch, Phil. Orch. 
Ormandy, Phila . Orch. 
Rodzinski, N.Y . Phil. 
Schmidt- Boelcke, Orch . 
Schubert , Homburg Sym. 
Stokowski & Orch . 
Sym . Orch . 
Tomasi, Or ., Cross 
Tomasi, 8rch. Nat. de France 
Vienna Tonkunstler Sym. 
woss, Viennese Orch . 
\~ oss, Austrian Sym. 
Extended Play -
Sym . Orch . , Stokowski 
(Selecti ons ) 
French National Orch ., 
Roger Desormrere 
45 RPN -
1211 Cap . P-8140 
1011 Cap . 1- 8141 
1211 Lon . LL-4hl 
1211 Dec . DL-9550 
1211 Col. J:.1L-Lel5l 
1211 Vic. LBC- 1015 
10u Vic. Ilvi- 8 
1211 Col. ~.J.o-4048 
1011 Her. 15017 
1011 Regent 5008 
1011 Vic. LH-46 
1011 Roy . 6062 
1211 Parade 201 
1211 Parade 2004 
1011 Ply. 10-13 
1011 Rem . 149-19 
1211 Rem. 199- 87 
Victor ERA-46 
Capitol FAP-8202 
Victor ~-,BC-1015 
Philharmonia Orch ., 
lv'iarkevi t ch 
Philadelphia Orch ., 
Ormandy 
Stokowski and His Sym. 
Orch., Kostelanetz 
Victor WDllf-1020 
Orch . Victor i\'Dlv~-1468 
Columbia A-714 
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HANSEL AND GRETHEL 
Hansel and Grethel were brother and sister, children of a 
poor woodcutter who with his wife lived at the edge of a mighty forest. 
The woodcutter had a very difficult time providing food for his 
family. One night when his great worry kept him awake, tossing and 
turning on his bed, he turned to his wife. 11\r/hat shall we do? There 
is no food for the children; there is no food for us?" 
"There is only one thing left to do, 11 said his wife. 11\'ie 
will all go to the forest early in the morning. We will build a fire, 
give the children each a piece of bread and leave them alone as we 
work. We will not return to them and they will never be able to find 
their way out of the forest •" This plan made the father very unhappy. 
He loved his children and to leave Han~el and Grethel at the mercy of 
the animals in the forest did not seem to be the right thing for a 
father to do. "If we do not do this, we will all starve!" said his 
wife. 
Now Hansel and Grethel had not been able to go to sleep 
because they were so hungry and they heard all that the woodcutter and 
his wife had said. Of course, they were very sad indeed. Hansel tried 
to comfort his little sister, Grethel, and later he left her to go 
outdoors. He gathered the shiny smooth pebbles that could be found 
just in front of the woodcutters hut. "You must not worry, 11 he told 
her when he returned, his pockets full of the little stones. 11 I have 
a plan. You just leave everything to mel" 
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!I ( Early the next morning when they were called, they got up from 
their beds and went with the woodcutter and his wife deep into the 
forest. Each carried a piece of bread which had been given to them 
jl 
for their lunch. As they walked Hansel scattered his little stones jl 
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along the way. The two children gathered wood to make a fire while the 
woodcutter and his wife went deeper into the forest to cut wood . "Rest 
by the fire and when it is time to go home, we will return for you, 11 
said the woodcutter and his wife. 
Hansel and Grethel sat by the fire and when it was time for 
lunch they ate their bread. Soon they became drowsy and fell asleep. 
"V~Ihen they awoke it l'ia.S night and Grethel became afraid and cried. 
"How shall we e.rer find our way out of the forest?" she asked Hansel 
between her sobs. 
Hansel bade her wait until the moon appeared. Its light 
I 
;j would make the little stones shine and they could follow them along 
I 
the way home. That's just what they did. When morning came they 
stood before their father's hut. How cross the woodcutter's wife was 
to see them. 11\'lhat made you sleep so long? We thought you weren 1t 
ever going to get here," she wanted to know. But their father was 
very pleased to see them. 
Everything went well for a short while until times became 
hard again and the woodcutter worried anew about how he was going to 
feed his children. 
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"We must take them deeper into the woods," said his wife. 
"They must not find their way home this time." The more his wife talked 
about her plan, the more the woodcutter felt it was better to share 
until all the food was gone. But she was determined that the children 
should go. Hansel and Grethel as before were awake and heard the talk. 
When Hansel tried to go out to fill his pockets again with the little 
stones, he found the door locked. "Don't worry little Grethel," he 
said when he returned to their room with his pockets empty. 11 ! will 
find a way. 11 
In the morning as they trudged along the road into the forest 
ever deeper, Hansel dropped crumbs from his little piece of bread to 
mark the way. Again they were left by the fire toar~ait the return of 
the woodcutter and his wife. At lunchtime the children ate Grethel's 
little piece of bread. This time when they closed their eyes to rest 
they slept far into the night. When they awoke Hansel again bade 
Grethel to be patient until the moon should come up and lighten the 
little pieces of bread he had dropped along the way. In time, the 
moon came up, but when they looked for the crumbs they were gone; the 
birds had found them and had eaten every one. 
They walked and walked - for two days - seeking a way out of 
the forest, but they only walked deeper and deeper into the woods. 
They were so very hungry, fL,ding only berries to eat, and so very 
tired. They slept under a tree when they could walk no more. 
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On the third day they saw a white bird sitting on a bough of 
a tree. It sang so sweetly they stopped to listen. When it flew away 
they followed and they came to a little house - a most marvelous little 
house. It was made of bread, the roof of cakes and the windows of 
sugar. You can imagine how Hansel and Grethel felt when they saw this 
delicious little house for they were so hungry. They started to break 
off pieces of the roof and nibble at the windows. While they were 
eating they heard a little voice, "Who 1 s nibbling at my house?" And 
they answered, "It is but the wind." But they kept right on eating. 
The door of the little house opened and a little old woman on crutches 
stood before them. Hansel and Grethel were very frightened and dropped 
all the good things they were eating. "What two nice childrenl Come 
inside with me. How good it will be to have you live with me! 
She led them inside where a table was set with more good 
things to eat . Later she showed them to their little beds where they 
fell asleep. What Hansel and Grethel didn't know was that this little 
old lady was a wicked. witch \iho liked to eat little boys and girls 
after she had fattened them. Her little house was built especially 
to attract little children to her. 
Before Grethel was awake next morning, the witch took Hansel 
from his bed and put him in a little cage with a lattice door. Then 
she woke Grethel and bade her get to work to cook and feed good things 
to Hansel so that he would become fat enough for her to eat. Every 
morning the witch ;.;ould come to the cage and cry, "Let me see a finger. 
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I want to know how fat you're growing." Hansel would hold out a little 
bone and because the witch couldn't see too well, she was satisfied 
that he wasn't yet fat enough. After a month of feeding Hansel good 
things - all the time poor Grethel was having very little to eat -
the witch decided she would eat Hansel fat or not fat. She commanded 
Grethel to fetch the water and put it to boil. 
"While we are waiting," said the witch, "we'll set about the 
baking. The oven has been heated and the dough prepared." All the 
time she was speaking she pushed Grethel closer and closer to the oven. 
Through the open door Grethel could see the flames growing higher and 
higher, and hotter. "Come closer," said the witch, "and test the oven. 
See if it is time to bake the bread." Grethel knew that if she came too 
close she could easily be pushed into the oven to be baked as the bread. 
"I don't know how," said Grethel. "Please show me!" This provoked the 
witch, but she came close and bent before the door as if to go inside. 
Quick as a flash, Grethel pushed very hard upsetting the witch head-
v • • -
first into the oven. She shut the door and also her ears so as not to 
hear the cries of the witch to be let out. 
Quickly Grethel ran to the cage and released Hansel. How 
happy they were to be together again. They hugged each other and 
danced up and down. They were ,so glad to be alive and rid of the 
wicked witch. As they looked about the house they found chests of 
peaPs and precious stones. Hansel filled his pockets with them and 
! Grethel her apron. 
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They began to think of home and how they were going to get 
out of the witch'~ woods. They started to walk and within a few hours 
they came to a large body of water - a lake perhaps. They looked for 
a way to get across, but saw nothing to help them until Gret hel spied 
a white duck. She called to the duck who agreed to take them across. 
But since both were too heavy to go together, the duck carri ed them 
one at a time. Thus they came to dry land again and started off to 
find t heir way home. This time the woods seemed more familiar to 
them. Soon they could see their father's hut just ahead. They rushed 
through the door and into their father's arms. He had been living 
alone since his wife's death. There was great rejoicing for he had 
been so unhappy ever since he had left Hansel and Grethel alone in the 
great forest. When Hansel took the pearls and precious stones from 
his pockets and Gret hel opened her apron there was more rejoicing. 
There was enough to last them all their lives and they lived happi l y 
ever af ter. 
Hetold f r om -
11 A Child ' s Book of Stories 11 -
Sel ected and Arranged by Penrhyn ~j . Coussens 
Dodd , Nead and Company 1948 
11 The Blue Fairy Book11 
Edited by Andrew Lang 
LongmanG , Green and Company 
New York - London - Toronto 1937 
11 Grimms 1 Fairy Tales 11 
Tr . by Lucy Cr ane and Mar i an Edwar ds 
Grosset and Dunlop, I nc . 
New York 1945 
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HANSEL AND GRETEL 
Engelbert Humperdinck (1854-1921) 
Recordings 
Long Pl aying -
(Complete Opera) 
Berger, Rother, Berlin 
Mozart Boy's Choir, Or . 
¥letropolitan Opera 
(Excerpts) 
Barlow, Columbia Sym. 
Carmen Dragon & orch. 
Collins, London Phil . 
Extended Play -
2-12 11 Urania 212 
2-12" Col. SL-102 
12" Col. RL- 3010 
1011 Col . iVIL- 205 5 
1011 Lon . LD- 9025 
Duet Act 1; Sandman 1 s Song 8c Prayer Act 2, 
Berger, Erdmann, Schilp, Symph. Orch. 
of Radio Berlin, Rother Urania UR.EP- h7 
45 RPM -
Prelude Victor ~lffiC -lOh8 
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SLEEPING BEAUTY 
Once upon a time, long ago, there was a king and queen who 
longed for children of their own. The castle was a lonely place 
without the laughter and play of little children. When a little girl 
was born to them, there was much rejoicing. The king wished her to 
be beautiful, kind and good and as lovely as a princess could be. 
He planned a christening to which all the people in the kingdom could 
come. All the fairies were invited because it was the custom for 
fairies to bestow the loveliest of the virtues on a little child. The 
king prepared a wonderful -feast in their honor and for each he had 
made a very beautiful gift. He only knew of seven fairies, so he was 
much surprised when an eighth fairy arrived. She had lived apart 
from everyone for a long time and she was thought to be dead. The 
king had no gift for her as he had for the other fairies. He had to set 
another place for her at the table and find a suitable gift. This all 
made the fairy very angry because she felt that she had been forgot ten. 
After the feast when it was time for the fairies to give 
their gifts to the little princess, one of the fairies hid herself 
behind a wall drapery. She had heard the old fairy murmuring to 
hersel~ and she feared that she might be planning some evil for the 
little girl. She decided that she would be last to give her gift 
and maybe she would be able to undo anything evil the old fairy was 
planning. 
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First one fairy and then another gave her gift until the 
little princess received the gifts of perfect beauty, goodness , grace 
of body, excellence in the dance, beauty of voice and accomplishment 
in the playing of all musical instruments. It was then that the old 
fairy stood before the child and promised that she would prick her 
finger on a bobbin and die. The little fairy hidden behind the 
drapery came forward and promised the king and queen that the little 
princess would not die but would fall into a deep sleep for one 
hundred years when she would be awakened by the son of a king. As 
you can imagine there was great sadness through the kingdom. It 
seemed strange that anyone would wish harm to so sweet a little girl. 
The king hoped to put aside the terrible threat to his little daughter 
by forbidding the use or possession of bobbins within his kingdom. 
Every year the little princess grew to be more lovely. She 
was graceful and gentle. She played the harp and violin very 
beautifully. There was no one in her father's kingdom who did not love 
her. One day when she was sixteen years old and alone in the castle, 
she wandered through the rooms and climbed into the tower. There she 
came upon a little old lady spinning. The princess had not seen 
anyone spinning before and she was delighted. She persuaded the little 
old lady to let her try. \llhen she sat down to spin she pricked her 
finger and soon became unconscious. No matter what they did they 
could not bring her out of her sleep. The king realized that this was 
as the fairy had promised and so he prepared a room for the young 
princess. 
80 
She was very beautiful to see, lying on a couch draped with 
coverings of gold and silver. When the fairy who had saved her life 
heard that the princess lay asleep, she appeared at the castle. In 
order that the princess would see only familiar things when she awoke, 
the fairy put everyone and everything to sleep· that was in the castle, 
except the king and queen. After they kissed the princess and left 
her alone in her sleep, the fairy caused trees, bushes and vines to ' II 
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grow thick and tall about the castle so that only the highest towers 
could be seen from the distance. 
One hundred years went by and then it was that a prince 
was hunting in the forest near the castle of the sleeping princess. 
He saw the towers rising above the thick growth of bushes and trees 
and he asked about them. He was told many stories. One, that they 
were part of an ancient castle haunted by ghosts. Another, they were 
the home of an ogre. Still another, they were the rendezvous of 
witches. The story he liked best was the one told him by a peasant 
whose father had told him that a princess lay sleeping in the castle. 
A$ter the passing of one hundred years, the son of a king would awaken 
her and she would become his bride. 
The prince knew in his heart that he was the one who would 
~kenher from her sleep. When he approached the thicket, a path 
opened before him and he came to stand before the castle. All was 
quiet. People sat or stood where they had been one huridred years ago. 
They were alive and well, but sound asleep. The dogs and horses, too, 
-- ------ --= 
were as they had been when put to sleep many years ago. The young 
prince made his way through the courtyard, up the stairs and through 
the castle until he came to the room where the princess lay sleeping. 
As he knelt at her side she slowly opened her eyes and look at the 
prince - and loved him. The spell was broken. Everyone and everYthing 
within the castle awoke from the long sleep. Word was spread that the 
prince had come to claim the princess for his bride. At once great 
preparations were started for the wedding feast. 
The prince and princess were married by the court chaplain 
and there was great rejoicing throughout the land. 
Retold from -
"French Fairy Tales" - Charles Perrault 
Retold, with a Foreword, - Louis Untermeyer 
DIDIER, New York 19~5 
"The Blue Fairy Book" .... Edited by Andrew Lang 
Longmans, Green & Co . - London, New York, Toronto 1937 
"The Book of Fables and Folk Stories'' - Horace E. Scudder 
Houghton Miffl in Co ., Boston and New York 191 9 
"A Child ' s Book of Stories" - Selected and Arranged by 
Penrhyn IJ. Coussens 
Dodd, Mead and Co . 1948 
"Gri.lll1Ils ' Fai ry Tales" - Tr . by Lucy Crane and Marian Edwards 
Grosset and Dunl op, Inc . - New York . 1945 
"The Fairy Tales of Charles Perrault" 
Tr . by Norman Denny; Foreword by Compton Hackenzie 1950 
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SLEEPING BEAUTY BALLZT 
Peter Ilyitch Tschaikowslq (1840-1893) 
Recordings 
Long Playing -
DesorillXere, Paris 
Conservatoire Orch . 1211 Lon . LL-440 
Fistoulari, Orch . Des 2- 12" Lon . LL ... 636/7 
Concerts du Conservatoire 
Lambert, Royal Opera Orch .1211 Col . }'JL-4136 
Linz Sym. 1211 Ply . 12- 27 
~!J:alko, Phil. Orch . 1211 Vic . LBC-1007 
Stokowski & orch . 1211 Vic . LM- 1010 
45 RPN -
Royal Opera House Orch. 
Lambert Columbia A-302 
(Suite) 
Symphony Orch . , Lambert Victor T:'ffiV-1007 
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PUSS -IN -BOOTS 
------
Once upon a time there was a poor miller ~ho when he died 
had only three things to leave his three sons - his mill, his donkey 
and his cat. There was no question as to which of the sons his 
possessions would go. The first son took the mill and the middle son 
took the donkey. That left the cat for the youngest son and to him 
that didn 't seem to be very much. The mill and the donkey together 
would provide a means for making a living for the two older sons. 
Thought the you.'1ger son, 11What can I do with a cat? 11 The cat was a 
very unusual cat and he understood what the young man was thinking. 
11 Give me a bag, 11 said the cat, 11 and fit me to a pair of 
little boots and you will see what I can do. 11 The younger son knew 
that the cat was very clever at catching rats and mice because he 
had watched him many times in the flour-bin pretend to be dead with 
great success . Certainly there would be no harm in doing what the cat 
asked. 
\ lhen the cat had his bag and wore the littl e boots on his 
feet, he walked to a place where he knew rabbits often played about . 
Nm•J the bag was fastened at the top with string . He placed it on the 
ground and put some tender lettuce in the opening . Then he lay down 
and pretended he was dead . Sure enough - along came a playful young 
rabbit who immediately went to the bag and started to eat the lettuce. 
Quickly the cat pulled on the string and caught the rabbit in the bag . 
Was he pleased with himself! Straightway he was off to the king 1 s 
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palace. He asked to see the king ~~d wnen he was ushered into the 
king 's presence, he bowed low and said, "Your majesty, I have here in 
my bag a tender youhg rabbit which my master, the marquis of Carabas, 
bade me bring you. 11 Now the marquis of Carabas was the name that puss 
had made up for his master. The gift of the young rabbit pleased the 
king very much and he requested puss to thank his master for his 
kindness . 
A while later puss hid himself in a field of grain where he 
lmew f locks of birds liked to feed. Here in his bag he caught a pair 
of partridges and again he made the trip to the palace, presenting the 
pair of birds to the king in the name of the W4rquis of Carabas. These 
would make a fine feast for the king . The king expressed his pleasure 
again- only this time the king gave puss a little gift for himself. 
For t wo or three months the cat continued to take gifts to 
the king in the name of the marquis of Carabas. One day when puss 
learned that the king and his beautiful daughter, the princess, 1-'Tould be 
riding in their carriage along the river road, he persuaded his master 
to go bathing in the river. Said puss, "If you will do as I say and 
bathe in the place I have s elected, your fortune will be made." 
Of course, the young man couldn't imagine why he should be 
bathing in this particular spot in the river at this particular time, 
but he did what puss had asked him to do. The cat watched along the 
road and wnen the king and his daughter drove by he called out at the 
top of his voice, "Helpl Help ~ my master, the marquis of Carabas is j 
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drowning. 11 The king heard the cry for help and looking toward the 
river, he saw the cat who had brought him so many good things to eat. 
He ordered the driver to stop the carriage and sent his guards to 
rescue the marquis of Carabas. 
vfuile the guards were saving his master, puss walked up to 
the carriage and told the king how robbers had stolen the marquis! 
clothes while he bathed. Of course, there had been no robbers. Puss 
had hidden his master's clothes under a stone. The king was greatly 
concerned and after he had met aDd talked with the young man he sent 
his servants to the palace to bring back for the marquis one of his 
finest suits. The young man was very handsome. Hhen he put on the 
king 's suit- which by the way fitted hj~ perfectly- the young 
princess took a great liking to him. Right away the king invited him 
to ride 1'lith them in the carriage. Puss, so pleased with the success 
of his plan, wru_ked down the road ahead of the carriage. 
Presently the cat came to a meadow where farmers were mowing. 
He went over to .them and said, 11When the king rides by, you v.rill tell 
him that this meadow is ov.ned by the marquis of Carabas. Dreadful 
things will happen to you if you fail to do this. 11 Wh en the ki ng itt his 
carriage came up to the farmers he asked them to whom the meadow 
·l belonged - just as puss had expected. The men, fearing 1-Jhat the cat had 
promised, answered, "This is the meadow of the marquis of Carabas." 
11Wnat a fine estate, 11 exclaimed the king to the marquis. "Yes, 11 
replied the young man . 11 As you can see, it gives a fine harvest every 
--r 
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year. 11 
The cat, continuing to walk ahead of the carriage , saw some 
reapers in the field. Again he told the men, 11\1\IJ:len the king rides by 
you will tell him that this field is owned by the marquis of Carabas. 
Dreadful things will happen to you if you fail to do this •11 The king 
soon passed by and asked the reapers to whom the field belonged. The 
answer was the same, 11 This is the field of the marquis of Carabas . '' 
The king was so pleased that he congratulated the young man. 
Throughout the ride the cat walked ahead and told everyone the same 
thing until the king wondered at the extent of t he marquis' estate. 
Puss knew that all the land they had passed belonged to a 
mighty ogre . and he also knew that the ogre had magic powers . So that 
when at last he arrived at the huge castle of the ogre he asked 
permission to speak to so wonderful a magician . He came before the 
ogre and though ogres aren 1 t known for their friendliness, puss was 
asked to sit do~n. 
11 1 am told, 11 began the cat, 11 t hat you have grea t powers . 
You can change yourself i nto any kind of animal - even a lion or an 
elephant . 11 · 
11 Yes, 11 growled the ogre, 11 1 can do that. And so that you may 
see and believe I will turn myself i nto a lion now • 11 It was very 
frightening for puss to see a lion so close and he tried to run to a 
safe place. But th e ogre turned himself back at once and puss felt 
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more comfortable. 
11 That was very frightening, 11 said the cat. 11 I am glad I saw 
you do it for otherwise it would have been hard to believe. I .have been 
told that you have even greater povTers, that you can turn yourself into 
smaller animals - l ike a rat or even a small mouse. But they must have 
made a mistake. I would say that's impossiblel 11 
11So you think it's impossible?" growled t he ogre. 11Well, 
I! 
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you shall see • 11 And that 1 s v1here the ogre made his first mistake . He 
became a little mouse and ran here and there in front of the cat. Quck 
as a flash puss caueht him up an ate him. h, my! d 0 
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By this time the king had caught up with the cat. vlhen he 
saw the wonderful castle he wanted to visit it. As the cat heard the 
approach of the carriage he ran out to meet the king and cried, 
11Welcome, your majesty, welcome to the castle of my master, the marquis 
of Carabas • 11 
11My dear marquis, 11 exclaimed the king . 11 This beautiful castle 
is yours? I have never seen anything finer. I would so like to see the 
inside of your castle if you would allow me • 11 The king in his 
excitement led the way 1-klile the marquj_s and the princess, hand in hand, 
follov1ed after. 
The ogre had been expecting guests so the table in the huge 
hall was set for a magnificent feast. The guests, friends of the ogre, 
were other ogres who lived nearby, but knowing the king was at the 
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castle they were afraid to enter . 
Of course, the king was much impressed with the castle and 
and the fine estate of the young marquis. He found himself liking 
him more and more and so he was willing for him to become his son-in-
law. This vras a great honor the king had bestowed on the young 
marquis . That very day he and the princess 1..rere married . 
Of course, the most important person at court was puss , 
Thereafter he only chased mice for fun~ 
Retold from -
"French Fairy Tales'~ Charles Perrault 
Retold by Louis Untermeyer 
DIDIER, Ne1..r York 1945 
"Book of Fables and Folk Stories" - Horace E . Scudder 
Houghton Mifflin Company 
Boston, New York 1919 
(The Riverside Press, Cambridge , Mass . ) 
"A Child ' s Book of Stories" 
Selected and Arranged by Penrhyn W. Coussens 
Dodd, f.'1ead & Company, New York 1948 
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A MIDSlJll.iMER NIGHT 1 S DREAH 
In the days long ago, in the city of Athens, there was a 
law which said that parents could select the husbands for their 
daughters. If a daughter refused to marry the husband so chosen, she 
could be put to death. Not many fathers demanded the sentence of 
death, but it is t hought many fathers may have thus attempted to force 
their daughters to marry according to their desires. 
There was one father, named Egeus, who came before the Duke 
of Athens then named Theseus, to ask for help. His daughter Hermia 
refused to marry Demetrius, a young nobleman, because she s aid she 
loved another, named Lysander . vfuen Hermia was brought before Theseus 
she told him how Demetrius had spoken of his love for Helena, her dear 
friend, and that Helena returned his love. She could not, knovJing 
this, marry Demetrius . Theseus felt himself powerless before the law 
and gave her four days to decide whether she would marry Demetrius as 
her father commanded, or die. 
This frightened Hermia so much that she went at once to 
Lysander and told him what Thesius had said. Lysander, becanse of his 
love for Hermia was very much worried for her and he made plans to take 
her to stay with his aunt where they would be m~rried . His aunt l ived 
some distance from Athens where such a law could not be enforced. 
Hermia, according to the plan, was to leave her father's house that 
night and meet Lysander in a very beautiful wood where they had often 
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1valked together with Helena. 
Hermia was delighted vd th this plan and told no one about 
it except Helena who thoughtlessl y told Demetrius, kno"l'.'ing very well 
that he would follow Hermia into the wood. 
This wood where Hermia and Lysander planned to meet was the 
favorite place of the fairies where Oberon and Titania, king and 
queen of the fairies, had good times with all their fairy people . 
But of l ate, Oberon and Titania were alv1ays quarreling wh en they 
met. Titania refused to give up to Oberon a little changeling boy 11 
to be his page. The little boy was the son of Titania's friend who 
had died. Titania had stolen him from his nurse and brought him up 
in the woods . 
On this very evening, Titania with her ladies and Oberon 
with his lords met in the wood and again started to quarrel over the 
little boy that Titania refused to give over to Oberon. Titania left 
him in much anger and Oberon promised to punish her for her unkindness 
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to him. Oberon sent for Puck, a great favorite of his, and one wno was !I 
continually playing tricks and pranks on the unsuspecting . vfhen Puck 
appeared, Oberon bade him get the little flower Whose juice laid on 
the eyelids of those sleeping would make them, upon waking, fall in 
love with the first one they saw. It was his intention to drop some 
of that juice on the eyelids of Titania "\\hen she slept, hoping the 
first thing she saw upon waking would be a bear or lion or something 
as frightful with which she would fall in love. He planned to make 
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: her give up the boy to him before he used another potion he had to 
remove the love charm. 
Puck was overjoyed to have a part in this prank of Oberon 
and went off to find the flower wnile Oberon remained in the vrood . 
He saw Demetrius and Helena coJPing along - with Demetrius scolding 
Helena for following him and Helena begging him to remember that he 
had once told her he loved her . Demetrius was deaf to her entreaties 
and turned av1ay to leave her alone in the vmod, but she continued to 
follow after him. Oberon was very sorry for Helena and when Puck 
returned with the flower, he ordered him to take part of the flower 
and follow after Demetrius and Helena. When Demetrius should lie 
sleeping Puck should drop some of the lovejuice on his eyelids, but 
only when Helena should be near so that she would be the first one he 
saw upon waking and so fall in love with her . Oberon described 
Demetrius to Puck very carefully after which Puck promised to follow 
out carefully his orders. 
Oberon had plans of his ovm and off he v<ent unseen to 
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Titania's bower in the wood which was so very sweet with lovely 
f lowers. He found Titania preparing to sleep, instructing her fairies 
wnat to do until she awoke. Such lovely things that only fairies 
could do. Finall y Tit~~ia fell asleep as they sang to her . When 
Tit~~ia was alone, Oberon came to her and put the lovejuice on her 
eyelids . 
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As plruLDed, Hermia left her father's house and met Lysander 
in the wood. They walked until Hermia became very tired and Lysander 
bade her rest on the soft moss until morning. He, too, laid down a 
short distance away and both fell asleep. itJho should come along but 
Puck seeking Demetrius and Helena and seeing the hro young people who 
appeared by description to be the two he was sent to find, he went 
immediately to Lysander and poured some of the lovejuice on his eyelids. 
Demetrius had run too fast for Helena so she wandered through 
the wood sad and alone. It was thus she came upon Lysa.Dder sleeping . 
Knowing not whether he lay dead or sleeping, She touched him awake. 
~fuereupon all the love Lysander had for Hermia was powerless before 
the lovecharm and he fell in love with Helena. Such extravagant 
speeches he made to her of her beauty and his love for her. Poor 
Helena, knowing that he loved her friend, Hermia, became very angry 
with him. She was sure he was making fun of her and she fled from him. 
But Lysander followed after her leaving his true love, Hermia, alone 
at midnight in the wood. 
All this time Hermia had been sleeping and when she awoke 
she was afraid, finding herself alone in the wood . She walked thro~gh 
the wood seeking Lysander but not knowing where to look for him. 
Demetrius, running from Helena, had not found Hermia and Lysander and 
becoming so very weary he laid down to sleep - vmere Oberon found him. 
Of course, when Puck met up with Oberon and ~~ey talked 
together, it was evident to the fairy king that Puck had put the 
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lovejuice on the wrong eyelids. So, here was Demetrius, sound asleep, 
and Oberon put the lovejuice on his eyelids and he awoke imn1ediately to 
see Helena. He, too, made extravagant speeches of love to her just as 
Lysander came into sight, this tL~e followed by Hermia. Lysander and 
Demetrius talked together of love for Helena, both under the influence 
of the lovecharm. 
Helena accused them all of making fun, of conspiring together 
to make sport of her. And Hermia was as much surprised. Lysander and 
'I Demetrius had both loved her and now they professed their love for 
Helena. Hermia and Helena were angered one with the other and said 
many hard things to each other. Unobserved ~emetrius and Lysander 
departed into the woods to fight for the love of Helena, leaving the 
two girls to search after them once more. 
Oberon, the fairy king, and Puck had witnessed the quarreling 
and Oberon rather held Puck responsible. But Puck thought it all a 
huge joke and great sport. Oberon ordered Puc k to lace the wood with 
a dense fog so that Lysander and Demetrius would become lost from each 
other. Puck was further ordered to confuse them with voices so that 
they would be led on to and fro and so become wearied until they were 
forced to lie do•m to sleep. Then, he was to put another juice on 
Lysander's eyelids so that he would forget his charmed love for Helena 
and so love Hermia as before and all would be happiness for the two 
young couples. 
Oberon remembered Titania and went off to see who she had 
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awakened to love. But she was still asleep . A clo~~ ~~o had lost his 
way in the wood vJas sleeping nearby. Delighted to see him, Oberon 
fitted an ass's head over his head as he lay sleeping . He awoke and 
approached Titania ' s bower who, when she saw him, fell in love with 
him. Such attention he received from the fai r ies. Nothing was too 
good for him. !tihen the elm .. ~ finally grew tired and asked to· sleep , 
he lay in the arms of the fairy queen . Oberon carne before her and 
reproached her for her folly and after making much fun of her he asked 
for the changeling boy . She found that she could not refuse him. 
Oberon was then satisfied and was sorry to have made light of his 
Titania . He touched the other juice to her eyes and she became her 
old self again . But not until then did he remove the ass's head from 
the clown Who now slept in peace. 
Nothing would do but Titania must hear the story of the 
young lovers and they went off together to find them. 
During this time Puck had managed to bring the four young 
people together and as the king and queen of the fairies came up to 
them they lay sleeping not too far from each other. Lysander had had 
the charm removed from his eyes. So, When Hermia who was the first to 
awaken found Lysander close by she gazed at him in wonderment. 
Presently Lysander opened his eyes to meet her gaze and his love for 
Hermia returned. Helena and Demetrius were by now awake and Helena, 
once more rested and calm, was convinced that Demetrius really loved 
her . 
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They all forgave each other for past unkindnesses and began 
to think of the trouble that had brought th em to the wood . Demetrius, 
no longer in love with Hermia,promised to persuade her father to change 
his decision and prepared to leave for Athens . At that very moment, 
who should enter the vmod seeking his daughter but Egeus. Of course, 
when he learned that Demetrius no longer wanted to ~~rry Hermia, he 
gave his consent to the marriage of his daughter to Lysander, to take 
place on the very day she had been condemned to die. On that day, also, 
Helena agreed to marry her beloved Demetrius. 
The fairy king and queen, Oberon and Titania, who stood 
invisible nearby saw and heard all and felt that Oberon had been 
responsible for the lovers' happiness and were so proud that they 
planned to observe the wedding day with much celebration throughout the 
F'airy Kingdom. 
Retold from -
"Tales from Shakespeare" - Charles and Mary Lamb 
Edited, with an Introduction 
By The Rev. Alfred Ainger, M.A. 
Henry Altemus, Philadelphia, 1892 
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MIDSDP~R NIGHT 1 3 DREA}1 
Felix Hendelssohn (1809-1847) 
Recordings 
Long Playing -
Brovm, Austrian sym. 
Fricsay, Berlin Phil . 
Fricsay, Berlin Phil. 
Krauss, Vienna Sym. 
List, Phil . Orch. 
Reiner, Robin Hood Dell 
Orch . 
Rodzinski, Cl eveland Orch . 
Rodzinski, Cleveland. Orch . 
Rome Sym. 
Szell, N. Y. Phil. 
Toscanini, NBC Sym. 
Van Beinum, 
Concertgebouw Orch . 
Vienna Tonkunstler Sym. 
(Overture) 
Fricsay, Berlin Phil . 
Extended Play -
Robin Hood Dell Orch . , 
12 11 
12 11 
1011 
1211 
12Tf 
12 11 
1211 
12" 
1211 
12" 
1211 
1211 
1211 
lOtt 
Rem. 199- 67 
Dec . DL- 8516 
Dec . DL-4025 
Vox PL- 6830 
All . 3069 
Vic. Uli-1724 
Col. :t-'lL-~032 
Col . RL-3047 
Roy . 1221 
Col. NL- 4498 
Vic . LM-1221 
Lon. LL-622 
Ply. 12-26 
Dec. DL- 4006 
Reiner Victor ERA- 38 
(Scherzo) 
N.Y. Philharmonic Orch., 
l1[al ter Columbia A-1577 
Columbia Sym. Orch ., 
Rodzinski Colurr.bia A-1560 
(Scherzo & Intermezzo ) 
Vienna Sym . Orch., Krauss VOX VIP-45350 
(Wedding March & Nocturne) 
Vienna Symph. Orch ., 
Krauss VOX VIP-45320 
45 RPM -
Orch., Fritz Reiner Victor \~TDI'l-1724 
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THE GOLD&~ COCKEREL 
Many years ago , so long a go that no one living today can 
remember , the powerful Tsar Daddn ruled his Tsardom. ~fith his sword he 
protected the land from the enemy. In battle, he would destroy all 
his enemies but one :i-'1 order that the story of his might could be told . 
All the rulers nearby feared him and his princes dared not complain of 
any hardship he might impose on them. 
Daddn did not always remain vigorous and strong . There came 
!1 a day ~hen he would have liked to give up fighting and live in peace . 
His enemies, observing signs of weakness, massed their armies and 
attacked him on all sides, caus:ing great loss of life and destruction. 
Daddn was forced to set all his men to fighting . No one was left to 
provide food and so a time came when his people suffered from hunger . 
His enemies continued to attack him, first on one side ~~d 
then on another, until his life was unbearable . He decided to send a 
proclamation throughout the land . The one who could vmrk out a plan 
to destroy the Tsardom1 s enemies would be given riches and honor . 
Three days after this proclamation \vas issued, an old man presented 
himself before the Tsar . He Has a sorcerer - dressed all in black , 
I with a very white beard . In his hand he carried ·a bag . He opened the 
'I bag and from it he took a golden cock which he offered to the Tsar . 
"I l earned of your need far av1ay in my distant home . I have 
prepared this golden cock for you. He will be loyal and true . 
II 
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him on the highest dome of your palace and he will be a sentinel . He 
will be at rest when your enemies are quiet , but will cry sweetly yet 
loud enough for you to hear and be warned should the enemy approach . " 
The Tsar was very pleased and prepared to reward the sorcerer 
with gold and silver and pledged himself to provide ru1ything else that 
he might desire . The old man refused the gol d and silver saying that 
he did not need wealth as other men. Si~ce no one could tell what the 
future might hold, he might one day return and claim the Tsar 's pledge . 
He bowed thrice before Daddn and disappeared from sight . 
The golden cock was placed above the palace and whenever the 
enemy approached its cry would reach the Tsar no matter where he was 
and off he would lead his army to battle and victory . Success and glory 
was his once more , and his land was free from conflict . For three years 
all was peaceful . 
Then , one night, as Daddn lay sleeping, it seemed to him that 
he heard -a cry, but it was so soft and he was so at peace that he paid 
no attent i on to it . But soon the people crowded about the palace walls 
and the cornmander of his army awakened him. 
"Your people cry for your protection ~" 
11 That 1 s foolish of them," said Daddn . "The cock will warn us . 11 I 
But when he turned his attention to the cock, it was avmke and flapping 
its wings and warning of great danger from the west. 
II 
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Immediately the Tsar comrnanded an army to prepare itself and 
this he sent to the west with his oldest son, I gor the Valiant, as leader, 
mounted on a steel gray horse . The golden cock became calm on its perch 
and Daddn was able again to rest confidently. Ej_ght days went by and no 
message came from Igor . 
Soon after that, the cock awoke and cried out a \'larning of 
danger again from the west . A second army was sent - this time commanded 
by his son, Ol eg, the Beautiful, mounted on a white horse . Again the 
cock rested on its tm-rer and all was calm. But after eight days passed 
and no word was received of the battle or of Ol eg, the Tsar became 
alarmed and fearful and the people walked in fear. Some hid themselves 
away . 
Then, suddenly, the cock roused itself and cried out danger -
this time also from the west. The Tsar mounted his 0\~1 black horse and 
led an army even bigger than either of those led by his sons . They rode 
to the west day after day for seven days and they saw nothing of the other 
armies, the enemy, or signs of battle . 'rhey grew weary and discouraged . 
As they neared the hills on the eighth day, they saw through an opening 
a tent and the Tsar recognized it as the tent of his enew~. As they came 
nearer they saw the bodies of the men slain who had accompanied I gor and 
Oleg . But his sons, Daddn could not find . Still mounted and 1rdth svmrd 
in hand he came near to the tent. His horse became frightened and refused 
to take him closer. Then it was he saw his son ' s horses, racing back and 
forth, riderless . He dismounted and came to the tent . He stopped at its 
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opening for there he saw his sons, each with the other ' s sword pi ercing 
his heart . Daddn could not control his sorrow. He fell to the ground 
and cri ed out his distress . 
"This is my fault . I sent you to your destruction, oh, my 
sons ~" 
J The sadness of the soldiers was great and their cries echoed 
I through the land . The door of the tent opened and through it stepped 
a beautiful young woman . She cast a spell upo~ the Tsar . He forgot his 
sons. He forgot where he was . She led him into the tent and provided 
food and rest . She playe_d soothing music for his pleasure . For eight 
days he lived with the beautiful maiden, with never a care or never a 
thought . At the end of this time he commanded a chariot v:i th four 
beautiful horses to take them to the palace . 
"You shall come with me to rr_y palace, " he said. "There we 
shall live in great peace and happiness . 11 
The people of the Tsardom were at the gates to meet them. 
They were welcomed back with cries and merrymaking; for their Tsar had 
returned from danger and had brought with him a beautiful Tsarevna . 
This pl eased the Tsar very much and he bowed to them to show his 
gratji tude. But the beautiful maiden onl y smiled her pleasure . 
Then, from the crowd stepped the sorcerer - all dressed in 
black as before with his long white beard . The Tsar was very glad to see 
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him and greeted him very warmly. The sorcerer bowed in return three 
times and answered that he was glad to see that all was well for he had 
come to claim the pledge of the Tsar . 
"It shall be as you desire," replied Daddn • 
V.J"ithout pause the sorcerer said, "I desire the beautiful 
maiden for my bride . " 
The Tsar became very angry and he shouted at the sorcerer, 
"Anything else ~ Not the maiden . She is not for thee ." 
But t he sorcerer demanded that the maiden be given to him for 
his bride and when he insisted, the Tsar ordered the soldiers to take 
him away . The soldiers came near to the sorcerer, but they were 
powerless before him. They were unable to lay a hand on him. Again tb e 
sorcerer called to the Tsar to keep his promise . But Daddn Y-Jas so angry 
at him who vwuld dare to argue with him that he struck the sorcerer with 
his scepter and he fell to the groun~dead . This act of violence made 
the people very uneasy . Daddn, too, was filled with sadness . But the 
beautiful maiden - she only laughed . She seemed not to be concerned . 
The procession continued through the gates, leaving the sorcerer on the 
ground where he had fallen . 
As they neared the palace there was a great commotion . The 
golden cock swooped dmm from his tower and came to rest on th e head of 
the Tsar . Everyone stood as though in a trance as the cock pierced the 
head of the Tsar v.rith his beak, crying, 11Evil to you who hath done evil . " 
And he flew away out of sight . 
Daddn sank to the ground. He, too, was dead . 
All looked at the maiden, but she was no longer before them. 
She, too, had disappeared from sight . Only her mocking laughter could 
be heard faintly in the distance. 
Retold from -
11 SK..ii.ZKI - Tales and Legends of Old B.ussia" - Ida Zeitlin 
Farrar & Rinehart 1926 
11 The Golden Cockerel" 
based upon the original Russian tale of Alexander Pushkin 
Story by Elaine Pogany 
Thomas Nelson 1939 
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Nicholas Rimsky- Korsakov ( 18~4-1908) 
Recordings 
Long Playing -
Ansermet , Orch. de la 
Suisse Romande 
Beecham, Royal Phil. 
Desarzens, ~Vinterthur 
1211 Lon . LL-694 
1211 Col . :tvlL- 4454 
Syrn . 1211 
De'sormer e , French Syrn. 1211 
Fekete, Vienna Tonklinstler 
Syrn. 1211 
Golovanov, USSR State Radio 
Orch. 1211 
Si nger , syrn. 
Singer , Austrian Syrn. 
;:nnger, Vi ennese Orch . 
Vi enna Tonkunstler Syrn. 
1211 
1211 
1011 
1011 
Con . CHS-1106 
Cap . P- 8155 
Etude 706 
Van . 6000 
Rem . 199- 68 
Hem. 199- 55 
Rem . 149- ll 
Ply . 10- 6 
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THE FLYING DUTCHMAN 
There are two legends called The Flying Dutchman . 
One is about a Dutch ship whose evil crew threw their captain, 
officers and only passenger into the sea as they neared the Cape of 
Good Hope . Their only passenger had been carrying bags of gold to 
Holland where he had planned to provide a home for the many poor 
children of Amsterdam. But the crew had other plans . They had wanted 
that gold for themselves . As they sailed for the nearest port a 
terrible plague broke out on the ship . They were never acle to satisfy 
their craving for water, brought on by their sickness, nor were they 
ever abl e to use the gold . Because, at every port, the people sa\v 
that they had the plague and would not let them come ashore . One storm 
after another drove them back and forth, wanderers on the sea. This 
all took place many years ago . But they tell us today, that when ships 
sail around the Cape of Good Hope in the dark of the ni ght and encounter 
fog and mist, the sailors see the ghostly shi p that never reaches port 
and they say to each other, nsee, there goes the Flying Dutchman l " 
The other legend is about a seacaptain who i n his determinat ion 
:I 
to round the Cape, swore he would do so even if all the powers of satan 
tried to prevent him . Satan heard him and doomed him to sail forever 
unless he could find a woman who would be faithful to him u..'!.to death . 
Every seven years he was allm-.red to bring his ship to port to search 
for such a woman. 
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This is t he story t hat \1</a gner adapted for his opera, 
The Flying Dutchman . 
During a severe storm at sea, Daland, a NorHegian seacaptain, 
wi t h his crew, took shelter in a protected cove . As he looked about 
him he discovered he was but a few miles from his home >'l"here he lived 
with his daughter, Senta . mile he and his crew waited for the storm 
to run its course, another ship sailed into the cove . This ship was 
very strange to behold -v.Jith blood- red sails and black hull. Its 
captain, Vanderdecken, was the Flying Dutchman who had spent many years 
at sea . It had been seven years since he had stepped foot on land and 
the time had come for him to come ashore again a..TJ.d search for a 
f aithf ul woman who would release him from satan ' s curse . 
The t wo captains met on shore and Vanderdecken t old of his 
rich cargo and he pledged a che st of the treasure to Daland if he 
would allow him to spend one night in his hofle •• The FlJ~ng Dutchman 
also wanted to know if Daland had a daughter and if he would consent 
to her marriage with him. If he would , the entire treasure vJOuld be 
Daland 's . In the very short time together, they became good friends 
·and wh en the storm had subsided, they returned to their ships to sail 
to the home of Daland . 
At home, Sent a knew of the Flying Dutchman because of a 
picture v<hich hung in a room in her fath er ' s home . She was familiar 
v.Tith the curse which doomed him to sail f orever upon the seas and she 
was entranced by the way it was said he could be freed of the curse . 
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One day wnen she was with her friends, she t old them that she wow_d 
be the one to save hi m. Erik who loved her and to whom she was promised 
in marriage overheard her talking with her friends . ~•lhen he learned 
that Daland had sail ed into the harbor, he tried to persuade Senta to 
marry him before her father should arra.l'lge a marriage with a richer 
suitor . The plight of the Flying Dutchman was very real to her and 
she would not listen to Eri k . Later her father brought Vanderdecken 
to the house as his gues t and Senta recognized him as the Flying 
Dutchman from t he picture . Vllien her father asked her to make his 
guest welcome, she confessed to Vanderdecken that she knevr he was the 
Flying Dutchman , that she loved hi m and would be true to him forever . 
He warned her though of the t erri ble r esul ts should she prove 
unfai thful . !! 
.I ,, 
One ni ght as the villagers and the ships ' crews celebrated I 
I 
wi th dance and songs, ~rik tal ked again to Senta of her promise to him 
:I 
long before she met the Fl ying Dutchman . Vanderdecken , standing nearby, 11 
overheard them and bel ieved that she had broken her promise and that 
all was lost . He rushed to hi s ship and prepared to sail. Senta 
started to run after hi m but was caught up in her father ' s arms . 
Escaping from his embrace she climbed to the top of a cliff overlooking 
the sea . Thare she stood wi th arms outstretched . Crying out to the 
Flying Dutchman, 11 1 am fa i thful even unto death, 11 she jumped into the 
s ea . Immediat ely the curse was broken . No longer was the Flying 
Dutchman requi red to sail the seas . 
I 
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Retold from -
"The Book of Legends - Told Over Again" - Horace E. Scudder 
Houghton MifflLn Company 1899 
The Riverside Press Cambridge 
"The Metropolitan Opera Guide 11 -
Nary Ellis Peltz and Robert Lawrence 
The Modern Library New York 
Random House, Inc. 1939 
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FLYING DUTCHl"iAIIJ 
Richard Wagner (1813- 1883) j 
I 
Recordings 'I 
Long Playing - 11 
(Complete Opera) 
Krauss, Bavarian State 
Opera 4- 1211 Her . IvlGL-2 
(Highlights) 
Scheidl, Ohms, Bohnen 12" Eterna 481 
Scheffler, Varnay, 
Austrian Sym. 1211 Rem. 199- 137 
Wentzel , soloi sts, 
chorus , orch . 12" Roy . 1354 
(Overture) 
IQetzki, Phi l . Orch . 
Extended Play -
(Overture) 
Munich Stat e Opera 
Orch . , Konwit schny 
45 flPH -
(Overture) 
12" Col. RL-3060 
Urania UREP-37 
Victor "VrBC-1048 
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HOP-0-MY-'fHUMB 
Hop-0-My-Thumb was well named because he was only as big 
as one's thumb when he was born and even when se,ren years old, he was 
very small . He was the youn~est of seven boys, the children of a 
poor fagotroAker and his wife . He seldom spoke and for this he was 
thought to be not-too-bright, but in reality he was a wise little 
boy and used his ears to listen and his mind to think . 
Times were very hard and especially hard for the fagotmaker 
and his ,.,.ife when the famine was upon them . It wasn 1t an easy thing 
to feed seven hungry little boys who were all too young to earn any 
money. One night, the fagotmaker sat by the fire with his wife after 
the children were in bed. Unable to keep his distress to himself, 
he said to his wife, "I cannot bear to see my children starve and I 
am unable to do anything for them. vle must take them into the wood 
tomorrow and lose them while they are gathering sticks." 
"That is a cruel thing to do, to plan to lose the children," 
said his wife . But she could not bear to see them grow more and more 
hungry before her eyes, so with great sorrow she consented and they 
went to bed . Hop-0-My-Thumb who had not been asleep heard his mother 
and father talking and early in the morning he went out by the river 
and filled his pockets with little white pebbles. 
The next morning they went in to the forest together and soon 
were busy cutting and gathering sticks. \~en the mother and father saw 
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they were hard at work, they left the boys and made their way home . 
After a time, the boys realized they were all alone in the forest 
and they became afraid. Hop-0-MY Thumb told them to forget their 
fears and to have faith in him • . He would lead them out of the 
forest. They had only to follow the way marked by the little white 
stones which Hop-0-My-Thumb had dropped along the way as they walked 
into the forest • This they did and when they finally came to their 
home, they did not go in at once, but sat down by the door listening 
to their mother and father who were talking together inside . It 
seemed that the lord of the manor had met them upon their arrival 
home and had given them the ten crowns he had owed them for some time. 
This was very unexpected, but it made them very happy because they, 
too, were very hungry and now the fagotmaker 1s wife could go to the 
butcher and buy meat. She had bought more than the two could eat 
and they then thought of their little children they had left in the 
wood • "Now that we have enough left to feed the children, " cried 
their mother, "I wonder where they are? Are they still alive or have 
children would have to be taken to the woods . This time not to return. 
They ,_,rould ta.ke them deeper into the woods. 
112 
This time Hop-0-My-Thumb also heard the plans and resolved 
·to fill his pockets with stones as he had before. But when he tried to 
open the door he found it locked. For breakfast he was given a piece 
of bread and this he put into his pocket . ~fter breakfast thsy were 
led into the deep forest and set to work gatherL~g sticks. Again 
they >'lere left alone in the forest, but Hop.-0-My Thumb ~ras confident 
he could bring his brothers out of the forest because of the bread-
crumbs he had scattered along the way. But t o his dismay, he could 
find riot one - the birds had eaten them all., As they walked along 
seeking their way out of the woods, a storm broke with strong winds 
and rain. The howling of t he wind made them fearful for it sounded 
like the snarl of wild animals and the rain made them so cold and 
wet . Their feet slipped in the mud. Oh, how miserable they were! 
Hop-0-My-Thumb was determined to find a way out to safety 
and he climbed a tree to look about him. Off L~ the distance he saw 
I a faint light and getting down from the tree he led his brothers in 
il that direction until finally they came out of the woods . In the 
I I distance they saw a house with a candle burning in the window, the 
faint light Hop-0-¥11-Thumb had seen from the treetop . They knocked 
at the door and it was opened by a \'lfoman not unlike their mother . 
vfuen she heard that they wanted to spend the night, she was distressed. 
11 Don 1t you know this is the home of the ogre who likes to 
eat little children?" she asked . 
-~ --~-~---- - =--- =-..=...-=:--._ 
But 1,.rhat choice did Hop-O-t-1y-Thumb and his brothers have ! 
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They were afraid to return to the wood to be eaten by the wild animals 
a.nd they were afraid to meet up with the ogre . But they preferred 
the ogre and so they persuaded the ogre 1s wife to take th~m in and 
shelter them for the night . ~1hen they were beginning to feel v.rarm 
again, they heard the knock of the ogre and quickly the ogre 1s wife 
sought to hide them under the bed. So that when the ogre entere~ all 
he saw was the meat · cooking for his supper . He sat down at the table, 
but he soon began to glance about. him, sniffing the air . 
11 1 smell fresh meat, 11 he said to his wife. No me.tter 
ho"~<T she tried to convince him it was only the cooki..Tlg meat he smelled, 
he continued to look about the room. Getting up from the table he 
went over to the bed. He found the little boys and pulled them out, 
one at a time . They pleaded with him to spare them, but he was sure 
they would make sweet eating and he brandished his sharp knife 
menacingly. He had so much meat all ready for eating that his wife 
finally persuaded him to wait until the morrow to eat the little boys. 
He ordered them fed and put to bed. The og~e was very happy at this 
turn of affairs and ate and drank more than was his usual custom. 
Soon he too went to bed. 
Now it happened that the ogre had seven little daughters and 
they were not sweet as some little girls, but were growing to be like 
the ogre, their father. They slept in a huge bed in the same large 
room in which, in an equally large hed, Hop-0-My-Thumb and his brothers I 
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were sleeping . The little girls wore crowns of gold on their heads 
while the little boys wore bonnets . When all were asleep, even the 
ogre ' s wife, Hop- 0- My-Thumb took the gold crowns off the heads of the 
little girls and placed them on the heads of his brothers and his own 
and put the bonnets on the heads of the little ogresses . 
The ogre woke up at midnight and thought of the little boys . 
He got from his bed and with his knife in his hand made his way to 
the children ' s room. He 11as determined to do with the boys as he had 
planned, in spite of his wife' s pleadings, and feeling the gold crowns 
I 
which belonged to his little girls, he went to the other bed and proceeEd 
to cut the throats of the children wearing the bonnets . Of course, 
these were his seven little daughters. Back to bed he went . Hop-0-My-
Thumb Who had witnessed the tragedy and hearing the ogre snoring, 
shook his brothers awake and bade them dress . Quietly they left the 
house through the garden and over the wall. 
In the morning the ogre sent his wife to dress the little 
boys . She was very happy when she thought her husband, the ogre, had 
changed his mind about eating the children, so that when she found her 
ol~ little girls dead and the boys escaped, she was great~ shocked 
and fe~l to the floor in a faint. 
The ogre grew impatient at his wife's long absence and he too 
went upstairs . When he saw What he had done, he was in a rage . After 
reviving his wife he ordered her to bring his seven- league boots . He 
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would catch the boys and make them pay for the night 1 s tragedy. 
The ogre with his seven-league 0oots could take a step with 
miles in between. So, when the boys were not too far from their 
father's house, they saw him coming. Hop-0-My-Thumb and his brothers 
11 hid in the shadow of a huge rock . By the time the ogre came to the 
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rock where the boys were hidden he was very tired . His boots were 
partly responsible for this . He sat down on the very same rock and 
soon fell fast as l eep . 
Hop-0-My-Thumb quieted his brothers' fears and sent them on 
home ahead . He took the boots from the ogre ' s feet without disturbing 
him and placed them on his own feet. They were magic boots and they 
took the size of the one wear ing them so that Little Thumb wore the 
boots as comfortably as did the ogre lvhen he had them on. He travelled 
to the ogre ' s house and there he asked the ogre ' s wife for all his gold 
and silver. 
"The ogre is in the hands of thieves, 11 Hop-0- My- Thumb told 
her . "His life is in danger unless I can take his gold and silver to 
him. I am wearing his boots so that I may make the journey quickly. 11 
Of course, the ogre ' s wife was fond of her husband even though she 
didn ' t approve of all he did and she gave to Hop-0-1-fy-Thumb all of the 
gold and silver. This he took to his father ' s house that they might 
have all that they needed for ever and ever. 
If you do not want to believe that Hop- 0- MY- Thumb robbed the 
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ogre of his gold and silver but wanted only to stop him from 
frightening little children there is the story that Hop-0-My-Thum.b 
took the boots from the ogre and became a messe~~er of the king who 
paid him richly for bringing news from the army in quick time. In 
any event, Hop-0-My-Thumb brought wealth and happiness to his fa~ly, 
a very unusual accomplishment for one so small. 
Retold from -
"Blue Fairy Book" - Edited by Andrew W. Lang 
Longmans, Green 8l Co. 1937 
New York - London - Toronto 
"French Fairy Tales" - Charles Perrault 
Retold by Louis Untermeyer 
DIDIER, New York 1945 
"A Childts Book of Stories" 
Selected and Arranged by Penrhyn w. Coussens 
Dodd, Mead & Co. 1948 
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Kl\. JvlBRE L I QYE 
}iiaurice l1avel (1875- 1937) 
Recordings 
Long Playi ng -
Ansermet, Orch . de l a 
Suisse Romande 
Erede, Italian Radio Symph . 
Gorini, Lorenzi 
Kostelanetz 
Koussevi tzky, Boston Sym. 
Prevital i , London Sym . 
45 RPM -
London Sym. Orch . , 
Previtali 
12 11 Lon. LL- 388 
1211 Tempo TT-2034 
1211 Colosseum 1026 
1211 Col. ML- 4355 
1211 Vic . LM-1012 
12 11 Vic . LBC-1009 
Victor WBC- 1009 
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THE FIP..EBIRD 
The theme of the firebird is a great favorite in P..ussia and 
appears in many of their legends and fairy stories. This is the story 
of Igor Stravinsky ' s Firebird Ballet. 
One day, while hunting, Ivan Tsarevitch wandered into an 
enchanted wood . It was a very beautiful wood which formed a park 
about a castle, the home of an evil magician. As Ivan looked about 
him he saw a very unusual tree, a magic tree . On its branches hung 
.r fruit - all of gold . As he stood and gazed at the tree in ·wonderment, 
he heard the fluttering of wings . A very gorgeous ~ird appeared and 
came to rest on one of the branches of the magic tree. It was the 
firebird. To Ivan ' s amazement it started to pick one of the gol den 
apples . In a flash he fitted an arrovr to his bow and shot at the 
firebird. But because of his great excitement, his aim was not true . 
He only startled the bird and it flev: away . After a short -v;hile the 
firebird returned, only to be caught by Ivan who had concealed himself 
in the thick foliage of the magic tree . The bird pleaded for its 
freedom and when Ivan released his hold, the firebird gave him one of 
its golden feathers as a reward. Suddenly, the wood \vas filled with 
J lovely music and looking through the vvood, Ivan saw twelve beautiful 
il maidens coming toward him. Once again he concealed hims elf in the 
foliage of the tree . 
They came up to the tree and shook down the golden fruit, 
playing with it and tossing it back and forth to each other. 
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FIFI.EBIRD SUITE 
I gor Stravinsky (1882 -
'I I 
Recordings I 
Long Playing -
Ansermet, Orch . de 
la Suisse Romande 10 11 Lon . LS-300 
Dorati, Iv1inn . Sym . 1211 1V1er. 50004 
Stokowski & Orch . 1011 Vi c . I.JI~-~.1+ 
Stravinsky, N.Y. Phil. 
12" Col . ML- 4046 
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PEER GYNT 
It is a very difficult thing to be true to others if first 
you are not true to yourself. Many year s ago in Norway there was a 
young man named Peer Gynt. Folks called him lazy. While As a, his 
mother, worked on the farm and in the mill to support both herself and 
her son, Peer lay in the tall grass, watched the clouds go by and 
dreamed. Sometimes he would disappear into the mountains when his help 
was needed. Folks called him boastful. He was always telling of great 
adventures. He wasn't very truthful either, for these stories he told 
were the adventures of famous Norwegian men in history or legend. Folks 
said that Peer would never be himself because he never did anything and 
stood by it afterwards. 
Often Asa scolded Peer for not being what he could be - a good 
son. Even at these times he would boast of what he would be someday and 
what he would do for her someday. It was always the same with Peer. 
11 Give me time;• he would say. 11 1 111 be great some day - a king - an 
emperor. 11 He had not learned that it took today and many tomorrows to 
make his "someday." 
One day Asa reminded Peer that he could have won Ingrid for his l1 
II 
bride had he not spent his time dreaming and his days in the mountains. I. 
"She was fond of you," reminded his mother. Now, Ingrid lived at Hegstad., 
Her father owned a farm and was considered well-to-do. Her do~~y would 
be considerable. 
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11 It ·is not too late," said Peer. 11 Let 1 s be off to Hegstad~" 
Even though Ingrid was to be married to Mads Moen the next day, he still 
was determined to go. Instead of harnessing the horse and wagon 
that would take too long - Peer picked up his mother in his arms and 
ran with her down the road, leaping a fence and crossing a stream. 
Asa scolded and cried to be put down, but Peer only laughed and 
pretended he had saved her life. He wanted her to promise she ~~uld 
speak a good word of him to Ingrid's father. Asa said rather she 
would tell the truth. Ingrid's father would learn what Peer was 
really like. 
"Then you'll not go with me, 11 said Peer. He put her on the 
roof of the millhouse and walked off in the direction of Hegstad. 
As Peer drew near, he could see that the house was filled with wedding-
guests. He wasn't too proud of himself or his clothes. He hid in the 
bushes to watch and listen without being seen. Later he lay on the 
hillside, looking up at the clouds and dreaming until he fell asleep. 
The laughter of four young men on their way to the wedding-
feast disturbed him. He heard the music that was played for the 
dancing. The thought of Asa on the rooftop came to mind, but not for 
long. He jumped to his feet and ran down the hillside to join the 
wedding-guests in the farmhouse. Everyone was having a very happy 
time. But no one would dance with Peer and to hide his hurt he told 
stories. The people only laughed at him and walked away. It was here 
that he met Solveig, a lovely young girl Who came to the wedding with 
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her mother and father and younger sister. She wore her long hair -
it was yellow - in braids and was very charmi ng and sweet. When she 
heard Peerts name, she ran away for her father had forbidden her to dance II 
with him. This made Peer very unhappy and when Mads Moen came to him 
and asked for his help in persuading Ingrid to come out of the storehouse I 
where she had locked herself, Peer agreed. Only he did mor e than 
persuade Ingrid to come out of the storehouse - he ran a'IJay with her 
and took her into the mountains. 
Asa, back in her own house, worried for fear Peer would meet 
with some danger, possibly from the mountain trolls. She a sked the 
sexton to ring the church bells in order to protect her son. He was 
now considered an outlaw and th e villagers sent a party into the 
mountains to rescue Ingrid and arrest Peer. Solveig was con cerned for 
Peer, too, and she came to see Asa and begged her to tell her everything 
she could about her son. 
In the morning as the sun came up, Peer brought Ingrid down 
from the mountains. Her veil was torn and she was crying . She wanted 
very much to remain with Peer as his wife. If he would marry her the 
farm and the land around it would be his. But Peer told her if he were 
to marry:> it would be to a girl with long yellow hair, worn in braids. 
She would be shy and she would be gentle. Peer turned back to return 
to the mountains, leaving Ingrid to find her own way home. As Peer 
climbed higher into the mountains he thought of the men out searching 
for him and it made him proud. He would be great~ 
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It was late afternoon when Peer heard voices calling. Three 11 
girls came running and shouting down the mountainside. They were Saeter- ,1 
girls they told him who lived in little huts on the mountain. They 
called to the trolls to come out to play when it vas dark. Peer claimed 
he was a troll in disguise. itfuen he was himself he had three heads. 1: 
Tney were delighted and asked him to come with them. They climbed, they Ill 
jumped, they darted in and out. They soon l eft Peer way behind so tired 
that he sat down to rest. Looking up at the heavens he saw two eagles, 
two brown specks. They seemed to be floating in a sea of sky. Peer 
wanted to fly. He would flyl He would do great thjngst He stood up 
and stretched as if to fly. A strong wind came up. He leaped forward. 
Suddenly he fell. He hit his head on a rock and for a time he lay 
unconscious. 
Vfuen Peer awoke it was night, but the moon made everything 
bright and clear. Coming along a path he saw a woman dressed all in 
green. He stood up as she came near. 11 You are very beautiful, 11 he 
said. 11Will you marry me? 11 As his wife he promised she would be free 
from all toil. He would be kind to her. 
They talked together most amazingly of their homes and their 
!I 
:I 
parents. Peer said he was a king' s son; she, the Dovri- King 1 s daughter. 11 
The Dovri- King could crack mountains in two when angry. Peer's mother I 
could shake the mountains with her scolding. The woman in green 
explained that there was one thing Peer should remember. In her father's I' 
kingdom things looked one way but were in reality something else. Her 
124 
father's hall was made of marble, but when Peer saw it, it would appear 
to be a cave of rocks. Everything would seem to be a contradiction . 
Peer exclaimed at this, for said he, "At my mother's palace, this is 
also true. You will think our palace of gold and silver a very poor 
and sorry-looking old farmhouse." 
~~"'hen the woman in green heard this, she was pleased. 11 It is 
good we have met, 11 she said. "We should marry for we are much alike. 11 
She called for her horse and from the bushes came a very large, ugly 
pig. He had a bridle of rope on his nose and a saddle of old sacking 
on his back, They jumped on his back and away they went to the hall 
of the Dovri-King . The hall was a cave; the woman in green had told 
the truth. It was both ugly and cold. Peer in his rags was most 
uncomforable. The Dovri-King sat upon a throne of stone. He was a huge I 
man with a long white beard. He wore a tin crown and was dressed in 
black. In his hand he held a piece of fir tree for a scepter. The 
Since Peer wanted to marry the King ' s daughter and receive 
the kingdom as a dowry, the King demanded four things of him. First, 
he must promise never to leave the mountains. They were kno~n as the 
Ronda Mountains. And he must go out only when it was night. Peer 
agreed to that, anything to be called King . Second, he must eat the 
food of the trolls. vmen he sampled the mudcakes and drank the swamp-
v-rater, he v<as most unhappy, but he supposed he could get used to such 
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food. Next, he must not wear his Christian clothes, but dress as a 
troll. And last, he must have a tail. It took some time to make 
Peer understand that this was an honor and a sign of beauty. A long 
tail from a bullock was tied around Peer' ·s waist. That v-ras the signal 
for great celebration and much dancing. 
Peer was human no matter what he promised the King and he 
could never see ugly as beautiful as did the trolls . They wanted to 
scratch his eyes to make him see as they did, but Peer would not agree 
to this. He forgot it was more difficult to leave the Dovri-Kingdom 
than it was to enter. The door of the great hall did not open outward. 
Peer had agreed to all the demands of the King because he could change 
his mind afterward. He could spit out the food, take off the tail 
and take back his word, but to be a troll forever, that was impossible 
for Peer. The trolls were angry and swarmed over Peer and he struggled 
with them. He thought of his mother and called to her to save him. 
It vms then that he heard the churchbells ringing. The trolls heard 
the bells, too, and became frightened and quickly disappeared . The 
palace of the Dovri-King was no more; it too, had disappeared. All 
was blackness when Peer got to his feet. He tried to make his way out 
of the darkness, but he ran into first one obstacle and then another. 
A voice called, "Go around the other way." But Peer answered, 11Let me 
go through." He wanted to fight v1hoever it was, but he saw nothing. 
"Let me see you," Peer cried, and then he heard the voice again. 
"The great Boyg conquers but he never fights." Peer was feeling very 
ill. He fell to his knees. He thought of Sol veig . He called her 
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name, 11 Solveig, save met 11 He heard churchbells again and the singing 
of a psalm. Peer thought it was Solveig singing. Suddenly the darkness • 
I 
disappeared and it became lighter. The great Boyg became smaller and 
smaller until he was only a ball of smoke and then he was nothing. 
A month had passed. Asa had been required to pay a heavy 
fine because of Peer's folly in kidnapping the bride, Ingrid. The only 
things left to her were her house, her cat and her bed, and a casting 
ladle that Peer had played with as a child. He had pretended he was 
the button-moulder, melting old buttons and reshaping and restamping 
them over and over again. Asa, weary and sick, lay in her bed and 
wished for Peer's return. As she lay thinking of him, the door opened 
and there was Peer . She had wanted him to come home, but now she was 
II 
v1orried that he would be caught and punished. They talked together of I 
the game they had played when Peer was little and his father had been 
away. They pretended to take sleighrides together. This night Peer 
sat on the foot of the bed. He pretended he was the driver and the 
bed was the sleigh. They >vould go to Soria-Moria castle where they were 11 
invited to dine vdth the king and the prince. Asa was content with Peer 
at home and she sighed in her great weariness. It was that night that 
Asa died. The villagers were very sad that she had been all alone . 
They did not know that Peer had been with her until the last. He had 
left while it was still dark and had made his way over to the other side 
of the mountain. He sought a level place where he built himself a hut. 
As he was finishing work on the door, he heard footsteps and turning to 
look he mw Solveig. "Peer, I have come to be your wife, 11 she told him. 
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"I have left my home, my father, my mother and sister to be with you . 
Peer had nothing to offer her but himself and the hut ~mich he had built, 
but Solveig had not left her home and family for possessions. Peer Gynt ' 
was sure then that greatness would be his . Did he not have the king ' s 
daughter. .Was she not in his palace? They would be married on the 
morrow. Off he v1ent with his ax to cut fir roots. 
Just then from out of the forest came an old woman dressed in 
green . Her dress was ragged and her hair ~~s thin and unbeautiful. At 
her side, limping along and clutching her skirt was an ugly little child. " 
Peer didn't recognize her as the woman in green, the Dovri-King 1 s 
daughter, but she reminded him of his promises. She asked him to send 
Solveig away. She would become fair again if Solveig were to leave the 
mountain . He scoffed at her and told her to be off. She left him but 
only after she promised that he would never be rid of her. She would 
follow him always and she woul d return tomorrow, his wedding day. 
Peer was distressed . He sat down on a stump until darkness 
came. Then a voice came to him in the wind. It was the great Boyg. 
Again he advised Peer to go around the other way. "If you can't go 
through, go around the other way," he said. Peer jumped up. He would 
take the great Boyg 1 s advice this time and he returned to the hut and 
Solveig. He told Solveig that he must get something from the forest 
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before he could come in. Thinking it was some burden too heavy to carry I 
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alone, she offered to come out and help him. But he told her to wait . 
It might be for a long or a short time. As he walk~d toward the forest, 
Solveig 's voice came to him, "I will wait." 
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Solveig waited for Peer in the hut. She kept busy spinning 
I 
thread and singing all the while. Every night she would stand at t he I 
I 
many adventures. Travelers brought word of a man that they thought I 
mi ght be Peer Gynt . First he was a peddler. Then he went to California ! 
I' 
to dig gold. Then he owned a ship and sailed around the world. He was 11 
open door looking for Peer to come to her from the forest. Peer had 
' I 
a slave-trader. The people of the village didn't believe these stories 1 
because they remembered him as a good-for-nothing . He was untruthful. ill 
Certainly no good had come of him. 
:I 
I' I 
' 
But Peer was a long way from home. He was in the heart of 
the desert . He rested on soft cushions in an Arab chief's tent, 
! dressed as an oriental prince. For his pleasure girls were sent to 
dance and sing farhim. Their costumes were very exotic and their 
leader , Anitra, was very beautiful. By this time Peer had become an 
old man. His wonderful stories had deceived the people \\rith "\.mom he 
now lived. They thought he was a prophet. 
One day Peer promised Anitra he would take her t o paradise, 
but she reminded him she did not have a soul. Nothing daunted, Peer 
promised he would give her one, even though a small one, in order to 
admit her to paradise. Anitra was mor e fond of jewels than a soul. 
As Peer traveled across the desert to paradise, he lost his jewels, 
his gold to Anitra who galloped away on his horse, leaving him alone 
i n the desert. 
Early one morning he found himself in the town where he was 
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born. He heard all the morning sounds - the farm animals moving about, 'I 
II 
the wind in the trees, the water in the mountain brooks. They all 11 
spoke to him. He heard a lovely melody played on a reed pipe by a I 
i 
farmer boy on his way to the spring. Peer had been away forty years. 
His hair was white and he ·wore a 'White beard. 1:~hen he carne to an old 
farwhouse where an auction was in progress he was not recognized. They 
showed him what they had bought. One boy had bought the casting ladle 
that had belonged to Peer Gynt. 
11"Vv'ho was he? 11 asked Peer. 
11 He was a kinsman of the bad one. 11 was the answer. 
Peer pretended he had things to sell, - a palace, a horse 
that could gallop through the sky. But he had no bidders. Asking 
a gain who Peer Gynt was, he was told that he was one lllho couldn 1 t be 
trusted to do anything and stay with it afterwards. Vvbere was Peer 
Gjnt? Probably hanged ! Peer a greed that that ~~s probably what had 
happened to such a fellow. He thanked them and went his way. 
He walked along until afternoon when he came to a hut. It 
seemed familiar to him. He could see through the window. There sat 
an old woman, though her hair was still yellow. She was singing as 
she sat spinning the thread. It was Solveig . Peer was not too happy. 
Solveig had remembered and he had forgotten. He had wasted his living. 
Solveig had saved hers. Too late he realized he could have been king 
here! 
---·---
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Peer ran away again. As he ran he was reminded of thoughts 
he had been meant to think, words he should have spoken, songs he 
should have sung, tears he should have shed vlhich >vould have softened 
his heart. Deeds he could have accomplished. Ni ght found him tired 
and hungry. As he rested, he saw a button-moulder approach. "Are you 
Peer Gynt? 11 he wanted to know. 
''Yes," answered Peer. 
11 I am very fortunate," said the button-moulder. "I have come 
for your soul. You must be melted up. All is ready." 
Peer protested, "I've not r eally been bad~" 
"That 1 s just what has been wrong," said the button-moulder. 
11 You have never been one thin g or the other. To be a real sinner, you 
must have been bold and willing to make up your mind. This you have 
never done. You must be melted up with all the others who have missed 
being themselves." 
Peer wouldn't agree to this. He didn't want to be melted •rlth 
a lot of other people. He would not lose one bit of himself. But the 
button-moulder i nsisted he had never been himself . Peer begged for 
time . 'l'he button-moulder had his orders , but he agreed to wai t . Peer 
r an off to find a witness. In all his search he could find only one 
who agreed that, yes, Peer had been himself all his life, but he had 
been himself the wrong way. He had done everything the wrong way. 
Peer finally had to agree that he had been a very great sinner. But 
this time he would not go around. He would go through . Once more he 
-- --=--=== ==---~--==== 
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returned to stand before his hut. Solveig saw him and came out to 
meet him. Great was her happiness! He had returned to her. But 
Peer needed the answer to the riddle. \-~1 ere had the real Peer been all 
through the years - the one intended when Peer had been born? Solveig 
was sure she had the answer. He had been with her - in her faith, in 
her hope and in her love. To her, Peer had never left home. He had 
never been anything but himself. Yes, Peer Gynt had found his kingdom. 
There was nothing more to fear1 
Retold from -
"The Story of Peer Gynt" Adapted by E . v. Sandys 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company 
New York 1941 
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Edvard Grieg (1843- 1907) 
Recordings 
Long Playing -
Balzer, Berlin Sym. 
Barbirolli, Halle Orch. 
Brown, Austrian sym. 
Cameron, Lon . Phil. 
Fiedler, Boston Pops 
Fistoulari, Phil. Orch 
Goehr, Jerusalem Orch. 
Ormandy, Phila . Orch 
Sym. Orch. 
Vienna Tonkunstler Sym. 
Extended Play -
12 11 Roy. 1300 
1211 Vic . LBC-1017 
1211 rl. em . 199- 68 
1211 Lon . LL-153 
1011 Vic . LM-17002 
12" HGM E- 3001 
1011 Bartone 501 
1211 Col. IViL- 4132 
10" Roy. 6062 
12" Ply . 12-22 
Phila . Orch . , 
Eugene Ormandy Columbia A- 1536 
45 RPlvi -
Halle Orch. Barbirolli 
Boston Pops, Fiedler 
Philadelphia Orch . , 
Ormandy 
Cincinnati Sym. Orch . 
Goossens 
Victor ltJBC-1017 
Victor I"IJ"D}·~-7002 
Columbia A-291 
Victor WDivi- 1100 
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IN CONCLUSION 
'l'he task has been completed. 'The time and study 
involved have brought their own reward. 
Since it was planned to be more than a mere exercise, 
it was good to learn as the task progressed that the use of the 
folkstory was sound educationally. 
Frances Jenkins Olcott in "The Children's Reading" 
has this to say: 
"The education mission of folk-literature and 
wonder tales is to cultivate the imagination, 
to prepare for the future understanding of 
classic literature - especially poetry - to 
develop the sense of beauty, to implant ideas 
of simple virtues, and last but not least to 
give joy to children." 
In the "Anthology of Children's Literature," edited 
by Edna Johnson, Carrie E . Scott and Evelyn R. Sickels, the 
following was found: 
"These stories will serve as keys to open the 
great pages of literature for the child, when 
he is gro~n. If he is familiar with folktales, 
myths, and legends, the wealth of allusion, 
found on so many pages, will not be lost to him; 
he will read with keen enjoyment because he will 
read with understanding ." 
Extending the idea suggested by the closing words 
of the Narrator in the final program of the series -
134 
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"There are other stories to tell - there are 
certainly other beautiful melodies to play," 
an interesting series of progr ams for children might be developed 
combining stories of the lives of great composers with their music. 
I( 
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I. 
Wherever and whenever I have met 
a man or woman informed about the 
arts and sensitive to them I 
have unfailingly detected a 
richness of personality and a 
liberated mind. 
Roy· Dickinson Welch 
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